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Disclaimer 

This document is completely unofficial and in no way endorsed by Anima Project Studio, Edge 

Entertainment or Fantasy Flight Games. 

All rights reserved by Anima Project Studio, Edge Entertainment and Fantasy Flight Games. 

Images used without permission. If you are the creator of any artwork featured in this document and 

want it removed, please contact me via e-mail and I will remove it. Please keep in mind that we give 

sources for the images on the page they are used and/or in the Source Index on Page 79. 

This document was created by fans of the Anima Roleplaying Game for other fans. 

 

 

 

Warning 

This is a supplement for the Role Playing Game Anima: Beyond Fantasy. To use it, you will need the 

Anima: Beyond Fantasy rulebook, the Game Master’s Toolkit and Gaia Vol 1. Some additional rules 

from the book Dominus Exxet, which will come out in English in 2011, are also used. 

 

 

 

Distribution 

This supplement is a free, fan created document that can be hosted and distributed as freeware until 

we hear otherwise. 

Feel free to give it to anyone you want. While we cannot force anyone to give credit, we still 

appreciate it. 
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But we in it shall be remember'd; 

We few, we happy few, we band of brothers; 

- Shakespeare's Henry V 
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Introduction 

Hello and welcome to the Anima: Beyond Fantasy Character Guidebook Volume I. As you might have 

gathered by now, this is a fan-created supplement for the Pen and Paper roleplaying game Anima: 

Beyond Fantasy. 

 

Before we get started, I want to use this introduction to thank everyone who participated in this 

project. It started out as a simple idea of mine, but it would never have become this big and totally 

awesome without your help. Thank you for putting all this time and effort into this project! 

 

If you are a player or Game Master of Anima, you might have come across the sample starting 

characters in the Game Master’s Toolkit. While these characters are balanced and fitting 

representations of the various classes, I feel that they lack the diversity and personal touch most 

player characters in Pen and Paper roleplaying games usually have. 

This is where we come in. This supplement was created to display the uncountable options and the 

overwhelming diversity you can achieve with characters in Anima. 

Not all of these characters were created for the same reason, though. Some are influenced by 

original characters from literature, movies, TV shows or Anime and Manga. Others are based solely 

on an interesting piece of artwork. And some are just here to show how ridiculously powerful a Level 

1 character in Anima can be. 

And not all of these characters might work for you or your campaign. As always, it is up to the Game 

Master to adapt and rewrite the characters to make them fit for their players and their campaign. 

For similar reasons, not all of these characters are balanced in relation to one another. They were 

created by different people with different goals in mind. The interpretation of certain Disadvantages 

might seem more or less harsh for different characters. However, making all the characters fit 

together into a single campaign wasn’t on our to-do list for this project. 

This document is divided into three sections. First you will find a little walkthrough for the creation of 

a Wizard Mentalist. This walkthrough goes over the main points and rules of character creation and 

might help some of those that didn’t find the walkthrough in the rulebook helpful enough. Second is 

the big character section, with at least one starting character for every class in Anima: Beyond 

Fantasy. And in the back is the appendix that houses additional material for characters, like extra 

rules we used from other books and Ki Techniques or Summons for some of the characters. 

I hope you can get something out of this and it helps or inspires you in some way. If you liked it, 

come join us on the International Forums and drop a comment in the thread. 

Cheers, 

Peter (Cathar) 

  



 

 

Character Creation Walkthrough
written by Peter (Cathar the Great) 

 

Chapter 0 – Introduction 

I’ve heard complaints that Celia, the sample character created in the rulebook, is not very 

complicated and not a helpful example if you want to create a more complex character.

Celia is also an Acrobatic Warrior, which means her example completely leaves out the more difficult 

sections dealing with magic and psychic powers.

Problems and questions on character creation are also the most common on the forums, so I guess 

there is enough reason to go through this again.

And to make matters absolutely difficult, I’ll try going through the creation of a mixed

character. Of all of these, the Wizard Mentalist

no options to combine powers (like th

So we have a clear motive and a class, let’s go.

 

Chapter I – Inspiration and Background

When I create a new character, either as a player character or NPC, I usually start with a certain 

image or idea.  

If you are looking for a pure explanation/walkthrough on the rules, you can just ignore this section 

and move on to Chapter II. 

For this character, I found a great piece of art called 

Looking at the image, I think about what kind of person this could 

be and how she would fit into the world of Anima. The stylistic hair 

and clothes, the mask and the elaborate make

of an actress, so this is what she will be.

The mask is a good analogy; she has

needs to hide them because of the general social stigma.

These thoughts already influence the creation process later: I’ll 

need something to help me develop her secondary abilities, which 

is usually hard to do for mixed classe

revolve around the acting concept: I’ll want something flashy for 

effects (several magical paths come to mind) and something that 

allows her to influence her audience (The psychic discipline 

Sentience will work perfectly for t
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I’ve heard complaints that Celia, the sample character created in the rulebook, is not very 

complicated and not a helpful example if you want to create a more complex character.

n Acrobatic Warrior, which means her example completely leaves out the more difficult 

sections dealing with magic and psychic powers. 

Problems and questions on character creation are also the most common on the forums, so I guess 

go through this again. 

And to make matters absolutely difficult, I’ll try going through the creation of a mixed

Wizard Mentalist is probably the hardest to do because it has almost 

no options to combine powers (like the Projection Modules for Warlocks and Warrior Mentalists).

So we have a clear motive and a class, let’s go. 

Inspiration and Background 

When I create a new character, either as a player character or NPC, I usually start with a certain 

If you are looking for a pure explanation/walkthrough on the rules, you can just ignore this section 

For this character, I found a great piece of art called Mask of Hatred by Asuka111 on DeviantArt.

I think about what kind of person this could 

be and how she would fit into the world of Anima. The stylistic hair 

and clothes, the mask and the elaborate make-up made me think 

, so this is what she will be. 

The mask is a good analogy; she has supernatural powers, but she 

needs to hide them because of the general social stigma. 

These thoughts already influence the creation process later: I’ll 

need something to help me develop her secondary abilities, which 

is usually hard to do for mixed classes. Her other powers will also 

revolve around the acting concept: I’ll want something flashy for 

effects (several magical paths come to mind) and something that 

allows her to influence her audience (The psychic discipline 

will work perfectly for this). 
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I’ve heard complaints that Celia, the sample character created in the rulebook, is not very 

complicated and not a helpful example if you want to create a more complex character. 

n Acrobatic Warrior, which means her example completely leaves out the more difficult 

Problems and questions on character creation are also the most common on the forums, so I guess 

And to make matters absolutely difficult, I’ll try going through the creation of a mixed-class 

is probably the hardest to do because it has almost 

e Projection Modules for Warlocks and Warrior Mentalists). 

When I create a new character, either as a player character or NPC, I usually start with a certain 

If you are looking for a pure explanation/walkthrough on the rules, you can just ignore this section 

by Asuka111 on DeviantArt. 
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This is not the time and place to fully develop the character’s backstory, but we do need a name. For 

now, let’s call her Martine. 

From here on it’s up to the rules to help me evolve my concept into something that works. 

 

Chapter II – Characteristics and Basic Stats 

For the Sample Characters in this guide, we decided to use Method 5 from the Game Master’s 

Toolkit, with a 60 point spending limit for characteristic generation. 

This means that we have 60 points to divide among the eight characteristics. They can’t be lower 

than 4 and to raise a characteristic from 9 to 10 costs 2 points. 

For Martine the Wizard Mentalist, we need several characteristics. Power, Willpower and Intelligence 

are important for both Magic and Psychic powers and Dexterity influences both Magic and Psychic 

Projection, which are probably the costliest Primary Abilities of a Wizard Mentalist. 

On the other hand, Strength and Constitution are less useful. We don’t want Martine to fight in 

hand-to-hand combat anyway. Perception and Agility can be very useful, but we’ll have to make 

compromises to keep our important characteristics high enough. 

In the end, I ended up with the following distribution shown in Table A below. I also already included 

the modifiers these characteristics apply to abilities depending on them. 

Characteristic Score Modifier 

STR 5 +0 

DEX 9 +10 

AGI 6 +5 

CON 5 +0 

INT 9 +10 

POW 10 +15 

WP 9 +10 

PER 6 +5 

Table A 

Keep in mind that a 60 point distribution limit for characteristic generation results in very powerful 

and absolutely exceptional individuals. Martine will be very powerful at what she does and has no 

real deficiency in any characteristic. 

Now we take a look at Martine’s physical abilities: Movement Value, Fatigue, Base Life Points, Base 

Initiative, Regeneration and resistances. 

Movement Value and Fatigue are easy, because they depend directly on AGI and CON, respectively: 

For Martine, this means she has a Movement Value of 6 and Fatigue of 5. 

Life Points also depend on CON. We take a look on Table 4 on page 15 of the Core Rulebook and find 

out that her CON of 5 gives Martine 70 Base Life Points to which we add the class bonus of the 

Wizard Mentalist, which is 5. For now, Martine has 75 Base Life Points. 
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The normal Initiative of a normal character is always 20. To this we add or substract the modifiers of 

DEX and AGI and any bonus to Initiative we might get from our class. Finally, unarmed characters also 

get another bonus of 20. 

For Martine we have: Base 20 + 5 (AGI) + 10 (DEX) + 5 (Class) = 40 Base Initiative. If she remains 

unarmed, she has 60 Base Initiative. 

The rulebook deals with Regeneration later, we will get it out of the way right now. Thanks to Table 

19 on page 53 in the rulebook, we find out that a CON of 5 results in a Regeneration Level of 1. 

Resistances are a bit trickier. They depend on a character’s base presence and several characteristics. 

As she is a level 1 character, Martine has a base presence of 30 to which we add or subtract the 

relevant modifiers. Table B displays how I calculated her resistances. Don’t worry about the “other 

Modifiers” now; we will deal with them later. 

Resistance Char. Mod. other Modifiers Final 

Disease CON +0  30 DR 

Magic POW +15 +10 (The Gift) 55 MR 

Physical CON +0 Halved (Physical Weakness) 15 PhR 

Venom CON +0  30 VR 

Psychic WP +10  40 PsR 

Table B 

Now that these important abilities and scores are done, we take a look at the Secondary 

Characteristics, Appearance and Size. 

Size depends on STR and CON, which are simply added together. If a player wishes so, they may 

reduce Size by 1 for a female character. This means that Martine has a Size value of 9. Looking at 

Table 3 on page 10 of the rulebook, I decide to have her stand at 4’4’’. 

Appearance can either be rolled or just picked. Going from the artwork I chose for Martine, I simply 

pick an Appearance score of 7. 

 Appearance is subject to personal opinion and some players might see it as arbitrary. Pick or roll 

whatever you like, unless you have an extreme score (9+ or less than 4) it will probably not make that 

much of a difference. 

 

Chapter III: Advantages and Disadvantages 

I made this a separate chapter because for me, characters are defined by advantages and 

disadvantages as much as they are by their characteristics or abilities. 

A normal character has 3 Creation Points (CP) to spend on advantages. In addition he or she can 

acquire up to 3 disadvantages to give them additional CP. 

Note that these 3 disadvantages can give more than 3 CP. For example, choosing Blind, Serious Illness 

and Deep Sleeper would give you 5 additional CP to spend on advantages. It would also make your 

character a deep sleeping, blind and dead after a maximum of 6 months. Not a good combination. 
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For Martine, we need our very limited Creation Points for several things. In Chapter I, I decided that 

she is an actress. As we won’t have many points to spend on secondary abilities, I want an advantage 

that can help me here. 

I chose Aptitude in a Field (Creative), which will lower the cost of developing Secondary Abilities of 

the Creative Field from 2 to 1, but is also very costly at 2 CP. 

She also needs the advantage The Gift to be able to use her magical abilities, which costs another 2 

CP. The Gift also increases Magic Resistance by +10, which we already included in the previous 

chapter. 

For Psychic Powers, we have two options: Access to One Psychic Discipline (1CP) or Access to All 

Psychic Disciplines (2CP). 

I decided to compromise, so I only took Access to One Psychic Discipline (Sentience) for 1 CP, which 

gives me access to the discipline Sentience and the Matrix Powers, but nothing else. Once I invest 

points in Sentience, the other disciplines will be blocked. 

These advantages already cost 5 CP, which sets me at -2 CP overall. 

To balance this, I will need 2 CP worth of Disadvantages. 

When I chose Martine’s characteristics, I left her physical characteristics comparatively low. To 

reinforce this physical weakness, I chose the Disadvantages Physical Weakness (1CP) and Vulnerable 

to Pain (1CP). The former halves her Physical Resistance (as shown in Chapter II) and the latter 

doubles any penalties caused by any sort of pain. 

Martine now has a very severe physical weakness. She will quickly fall apart when she is hurt and she 

will die much easier than other characters. 

I could call it quits here and leave these as they are. But I’m not done yet. On one hand, I want to 

show how the different categories of Advantages and Disadvantages work; on the other hand I want 

to enhance Martine’s psychic powers a bit. 

Alongside the normal advantages are Magical and Psychic Advantages and Disadvantages. The book 

Gaia Vol. 1 also adds the Social category, but we won’t need it for this character. 

To continue, I chose the Psychic Disadvantage Psychic Consumption. This not only adds to the 

physical frailty of Martine, it also gives me 2 more CP. Unlike the previous disadvantages, these 2 CP 

come from a Psychic Disadvantage and can only be used to acquire advantages from the category of 

Psychic Advantages. 

With these 2 CP, I acquire the Psychic Advantage Psychic Inclination (2CP). This makes powers from 

one discipline automatically better. As Martine only uses one Psychic Discipline anyway, this is a 

welcome advantage. 

I end up with the following, displayed in Table C. 
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Adv./Disadv. CP 

Aptitude in a Field (Creative) -2 

The Gift -2 

Access to One Psychic Discipline (Sentience) -1 

Physical Weakness +1 

Vulnerable to Pain +1 

Psychic Consumption +2 

Psychic Inclination -2 

CP Balance 0 

Table C 

 

Chapter IV – DP Spending 

Martine is a Level 1 Character, which means that she has 600 Development Points (DP) to spend on 

her different abilities. 

Before we start with the different categories, let us take a look at the Wizard Mentalist class and the 

spending costs and limits (Page 40 in the rulebook). 

I will need to spend points in the Supernatural Abilities, Psychic Abilities and Secondary Abilities. 

The limit for the first two is 50%, which means that I can invest a maximum of 300 of my 600 DP in 

any of these categories. 

However, if I invested 300 DP in both Supernatural and Psychic Abilities, I would have no points left 

for Secondary Abilities! Because of this, I will aim to spend an equal amount of DP in all three 

categories, so I will have 200 DP each. 

Supernatural Abilities 

I will start with the Supernatural Abilities. To successfully cast spells, a character needs Magic 

Projection to cast and aim them, Zeon to fuel them and Magic Accumulation (MA) to accumulate 

and regenerate Zeon. You can find the mathematics of this section in Table D below. 

As Magic Projection is a Primary Ability, it starts at 0. The development cost of Magic Projection for a 

Wizard Mentalist is 2, which means that 2 Development Points will give the character 1 point. I 

choose to spend 70 DP in Magic Projection for Martine, which gives me a score of 35. In addition, 

Magic Projection depends on the DEX characteristic, which means I have to add or subtract the DEX 

modifier of Martine (+10), which results in a Magic Projection of 45. 

To make matters even more confusing, I want Martine to be better at defensive spells than in 

offensive spells. For this, I will add an offensive imbalance of -20 to her Magic Projection. This means 

that she will use a Magic Projection of 65 for defensive spells and 25 for offensive spells.  

Zeon is like Mana in other games. It is the reserve Wizards cast their spells from. Base Zeon is 

determined by a character’s POW score, as shown in Table 52 on page 109 in the rulebook. Martine 

has a POW of 10, which gives me a solid 135 Base Zeon. 5 points of Zeon cost a Wizard Mentalist 1 

DP. To save them for later, I only use 30 DP for Zeon, which gives me an additional 150 points. Finally, 
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I add any class bonus to Zeon Martine might get. A Wizard Mentalist gets 100 additional Zeon points 

per level. Adding this together, Martine has 385 Zeon points to use on spells. 

Now I still have 100 DP, which I will spend on Martine’s Magic Accumulation. MA is used to gather 

Zeon points for use on spells and outside of combat it defines how fast Zeon is regenerated. Basic 

MA is again based on POW, as shown in Table 53 on page 109 in the rulebook. Martine’s base MA is 

10 and the cost for a multiple is 50 DP. With the remaining 100 DP, I can buy 2 multiples, resulting in 

a base MA of 30. 

In addition, I will also calculate the Magic Path levels of Martine. Magic Level is related to INT. 

Martine’s INT of 9 gives her a base Magic Level of 40, that I will invest solely in the Darkness path. 

This will give Martine access to the first 20 spells in the Book of Darkness, including 4 Free Access 

Spells.  

Magic Levels, among some other powers, are subject to restrictions depending on the type of 

campaign you are playing. In a campaign with a lower supernatural level, the Game Master might not 

allow players access to their full Magic Level from the beginning. Rules on this can be found in the 

rulebook and among the additional rules in the GM Screen book. 

The other Supernatural Abilities Summon, Control, Bind and Banish are mostly interesting to 

Summoners, so I ignore them for Martine. 

 

Ability Score (DP) Modifier add. Bonus Base Ability 

Magic Projection 35 (70DP) +10 DEX -20 imbalance 65/25 Def/Off 

Zeon 150(30DP) +135 POW +100 Class 385 

Magic Accumulation 2 multiples (100DP) 10 base POW  30 
Table D 

 

Psychic Abilities 

To use Psychic Abilities requires several things. Most important are Psychic Potential, Psychic Points 

(PP) and Psychic Projection. The numbers for this section are shown in Tables E and F. 

Psychic Projection is similar to Magic Projection. It is used to attack and defend with psychic powers. 

Like Magic Projection, it depends on a character’s DEX characteristic. This means Martine’s base 

Psychic Projection is 10. In addition, I invest another 110 DP at a cost of 2, which gives me another 55 

points. Martine’s Psychic Projection is now 65. 

The remaining 90 DP will buy me 9 Psychic Points. As Martine is a level 1 character, I get another 1. 

These 10 Psychic Points can be used for several things. What you can do with PP is explained in the 

rulebook and is summarized in Box XII on page 195. 

Alongside Psychic Projection, Martine will need Psychic Potential, which measures her ability to use 

and focus her psychic powers. Psychic Potential is dependent on WP. If I check Table 65 on page 193 

in the rulebook, I see that Martine’s WP of 9 gives her a Psychic Potential of +50. I’m not sure if that 

is enough, so I’ll use some PP to increase it. Table 67 on page 194 in the rulebook tells me that to 
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raise Psychic Potential by +20 costs 3 PP. Martine’s Psychic Potential is now 70 and she has 7 free PP 

left. 

I also want an Innate Slot for 2 PP so Martine can maintain one of her powers, leaving me with 5 free 

PP. 

As mentioned in Chapter I, Martine will learn powers from the discipline Sentience. Access to the 

discipline costs 1 PP and each power I want her to learn another 1. After spending the 1 PP to access 

Sentience, I use another 3 to acquire the powers Intensify Feelings, Detect Feelings and Create 

Feelings. 

I could keep the 1 PP that remains to use when I need it (as shown in Box XII on page 195 in the 

rulebook) but I want Martine to have another power from the Matrix powers: Destroy Matrices. I 

won’t need to unlock this discipline separately, so I only need to spend 1 PP to learn the power. 

Ability Score (DP) Modifier add. Bonus Base Ability 

Psychic Projection 55 (110DP) +10 DEX  65 

Psychic Points 9 (90DP)  + 1 class 10 

Psychic Potential +20 (3PP) +50 WP  70 
Table E 

Ability PP cost 

Psychic Potential +20 3 

Innate Slot 2 

Discipline Sentience 1 

Powers  

Intensify Feelings 1 

Detect Feelings 1 

Create Feelings 1 

Destroy Matrices 1 

Free PP 0 
Table F 

 

Secondary Abilities 

I have now spent 200 DP on Magic Abilities and 200 DP on Psychic Abilities. The remaining 200 will go 

towards Secondary Abilities. 

To me, Secondary Abilities tell you a lot more about a character than their Primary Abilities. This is 

what the character does for a living, what they learned growing up, what skills they have besides 

combat and the supernatural. 

Before I start, I think about the abilities Martine should have. Notice and Search represent opening 

your eyes and looking for things. When we look at or for things in real life, a character in Anima 

would make an Easy or Routine check. Only a very flustered or permanently pre-occupied person 

would not have a few points here. Magic Appraisal and Occult are two abilities most magic users 

have. And considering her profession as an actress, Martine should probably have some knowledge 

in Music, Dance, Style, Art (Make-Up art at least), Sleight of Hand and Composure. 
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The costs for these abilities are listed in the character description of the Wizard Mentalist in the 

rulebook. Thanks to the Advantage Aptitude in a Field, the cost of Martine’s Creative abilities is 

reduced from 2 to 1. 

Now off to the distribution. You can see all the details in Table G below. 

Ability Cost Score (DP) Modifier add. Bonus Base Ability 

Style 2 10 (20) +15 POW +15 Natural 40 

Notice 2 5 (10) +5 PER  10 

Search 2 5 (10) +5 PER  10 

Art (Make-Up) 1 20 (20) +15 POW +40 (specialized) 75 (Make-Up) 

Dance 1 40 (40) +5 AGI  45 

Music 1 30 (30) +15 POW +40 (specialized) 45 (85 Singing) 

Sleight of Hand 1 5 (5) +10 DEX  15 

Magic Appraisal 2 5 (10) +15 POW +10 Class 30 

Memorize 2 10 (20) +10 INT  20 

Occult 2 10 (20) +10 INT +5 Class 25 

Composure 3 5 (15) + 10 WP  15 
Table G 

 

 

Chapter V – Character Sheet 

And that’s that. Martine is basically done; all I need is to write it all up in a nice Character Sheet. 

While the sheet supplied with the rulebook is fine for playing, I generally like to put Characters in a 

custom sheet if I am displaying them for others to take a look at. You can find the character sheet on 

the next page. 
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Martine 
Class: Wizard Mentalist 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 75 

Size: 9 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 6 DEX 9 CON 5 INT 9 POW 10 WP 9 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 15 MR 55 PsR 40 VR 30 DR 30 

 

Movement: 6 

Fatigue: 5 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 10 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Access to One Psychic Discipline -1, The Gift -2, Aptitude in a Field (Creative) -2, Psychic Inclination -2, 

Vulnerable to Pain +1, Physical Weakness +1, Psychic Consumption +2 

 

Combat: 

Init: 60 Unarmed 

Attack: 10 Unarmed 

Block: 10 Unarmed 

Wear Armor: 0 

AT:  / 

 

Magic 

MA: 30 (30 Recovery) 

Zeon: 385 

Projection: 65/25 

 

Magical Path Levels: 

40 Darkness 

Psychic 

Psychic Potential: 70 

Projection: 65 

Innate Slots: 1 

Total PP: 10 

Free PP: 0 

 

Psychic Disciplines and Powers: 

Sentience: Intensify Feelings, Detect Feelings, 

Create Feelings 

Matrix Powers: Destroy Matrices 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Style 40, Notice 10, Search 10, Art 75 (Make-Up), Dance 45, Music 85 (Singing), Sleight of Hand 15, 

Magic Appraisal 30, Memorize 20, Occult 25, Composure 15 

 

 

 

Chapter VI – Conclusion 

So much for my walkthrough. I hope it was helpful for someone out there. The character we ended 

up with might not be exceptionally powerful. It might not fit the play style of your group. However, I 

believe it is a more diverse walkthrough to show the different aspects of Character Creation in Anima 

than the one in the rulebook and it should help a GM to explain the more difficult supernatural 

disciplines. 
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CChhaarraacctteerr  SSeeccttiioonn  
 

Some things to keep in mind… 

As mentioned in the introduction, not all of these characters might be a perfect fit for your playing 

style or campaign. GM discretion is advised. 

The official rulebooks give quite a few guidelines and rulings for character creation, but not all of 

them are in effect for our project. 

 

Characteristics 

We used Method 5 from the Game Master’s Toolkit, with a 60 point spending limit. This means that 

every character has 60 points that they can spend on their characteristics. Minimum value is 3 and 

maximum value is 10, although raising a characteristic from 9 to 10 costs 2 points. 

60 points means that most of our characters have exceptional characteristics all around. For a 

campaign with a lower supernatural level, it might be good to lower the characteristics. Don’t forget 

that this also changes the modifiers for abilities, though. 

 

Supernatural Level 

We did not use any restrictions on things like available Martial Knowledge or Magic Levels. You can 

find rules for these restrictions in the rulebook and in the GM Screen book. 

 

Starting Equipment and Social Class 

Both the rulebook and the Gaia book have information on these things. The creators of these 

characters simply chose their social class and based the starting equipment and budget of their 

characters on their respective home countries.  

 

Feel free to adapt all these rulings to your game. In the end, these characters were made for you (Yes, 

you.) and we hope that they can be used by as many people as possible. 
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The Nomad Tau 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Warrior 

 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 135 

Size: 17 

Appearance: 5 

 

Characteristics 

STR 8 AGI 6 DEX 10 CON 9 INT 6 POW 8 WP 6 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 40 MR 40 PsR 35 VR 40 DR 20 

 

Movement: 6 

Fatigue: 9 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 65 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Elan (25): Zemial -1, Martial Mastery (40MK) -1, Natural Psychic Power: Mind Reading (Absurd) -3, 

Addiction: Mind Reading +1, Sickly +1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 15 Battle Axe 

Attack: 95 Battle Axe 

Defense: 90 Battle Axe 

Damage:  80 Battle Axe 

Wear Armor: 25 

AT: Armored Longcoat (Cut 1, Imp 0, Thr 2, Heat 1, Elec 2, Cold 2, Ene 0) 

 

 

Special Powers and Modules: 

Gifts of Zemial (Elan 25): Spiritual Assault, Demented Yearning 

Improvised Weapon Module 

 

Martial Knowledge Spending: 

Use of Ki, Ki Detection 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 10, Athleticism 15, Jump 15, Intimidate 20, Notice 20, Search 15, Track 10, Forging 25, 

Herbal Lore 10, Memorize 10, Composure 10, Withstand Pain 15, Feats of Strength 45 

 

 

Description 

The deserts of Estigia are a hostile place to live, and the nomad clans that inhabit them have clear-

cut, strict rules to help them survive there. One of them is: What was your father’s will be yours. 

 

Tau has no father. His mother, the daughter of the leader of a large nomad clan, was taken in the 

night by unknown forces. Two days later, she somehow made her way back to the camp. Her body 

and mind branded and broken by abuse. 

 

And nine months later, she died while giving birth to a small boy, his hair jet-black and his eyes a 

deep gold. They named him Tau, but that was the extent of their care. At the next clan meet, they 

sold him to another clan. 

 



 

From then on, the boy named Tau was a member of many clans. No one wanted him in their 

company for long. Because apart from be

rage. And there was this other thing. The look in his eyes that said: I know you and your secrets. I can 

see right through you. 

 

These eyes, these cursed, golden eyes, spoke the truth. Whoever wa

power to see into the mind of others to read their thoughts. Even worse, they left him with a 

compulsion to use this power that 

to know what they think. 

 

 

Living among the clans has made Tau a formidable warrior who can fight with whatever weapon he 

finds near him, but he prefers Gilgames

 

His anger and compulsion to delve into the minds of others makes Tau a bad companion, but he i

traveler and adventurer nonetheless.

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

Some of his powers don’t come from his natural combat prowess. Tau has inherited a slight 

synchronization with the terrible Shajad Zemial, which boost

 

Tau likes to wear a wooden mask painted like a skull when he travels in company, mostly to hide his 

reactions when he reads people’s thoughts.

 

For the purpose of the game, the axe Gilgamesh counts as a normal Battle Axe.

 

Possessions 

An armored longcoat, Gilgamesh, a wooden mask, food of bad quality for a few days, 4 CC

  

From then on, the boy named Tau was a member of many clans. No one wanted him in their 

company for long. Because apart from being freakishly strong, the child had mood swings and fits of 

rage. And there was this other thing. The look in his eyes that said: I know you and your secrets. I can 

These eyes, these cursed, golden eyes, spoke the truth. Whoever was his father has given Tau the 

into the mind of others to read their thoughts. Even worse, they left him with a 

compulsion to use this power that bordered on addiction. When Tau meets new people, he just has 

g among the clans has made Tau a formidable warrior who can fight with whatever weapon he 

finds near him, but he prefers Gilgamesh, a big axe he forged himself. 

His anger and compulsion to delve into the minds of others makes Tau a bad companion, but he i

traveler and adventurer nonetheless. 

Some of his powers don’t come from his natural combat prowess. Tau has inherited a slight 

synchronization with the terrible Shajad Zemial, which boosts both his powers and his rage.

s to wear a wooden mask painted like a skull when he travels in company, mostly to hide his 

reactions when he reads people’s thoughts. 

For the purpose of the game, the axe Gilgamesh counts as a normal Battle Axe. 

h, a wooden mask, food of bad quality for a few days, 4 CC
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From then on, the boy named Tau was a member of many clans. No one wanted him in their 

ing freakishly strong, the child had mood swings and fits of 

rage. And there was this other thing. The look in his eyes that said: I know you and your secrets. I can 

s his father has given Tau the 

into the mind of others to read their thoughts. Even worse, they left him with a 

on addiction. When Tau meets new people, he just has 

 

g among the clans has made Tau a formidable warrior who can fight with whatever weapon he 

His anger and compulsion to delve into the minds of others makes Tau a bad companion, but he is a 

Some of his powers don’t come from his natural combat prowess. Tau has inherited a slight 

s both his powers and his rage. 

s to wear a wooden mask painted like a skull when he travels in company, mostly to hide his 

h, a wooden mask, food of bad quality for a few days, 4 CC 
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Calvin Boondock 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Acrobatic Warrior 

 

 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 105 

Size: 14 

Appearance: 6 

 

Characteristics 

STR 7 AGI 10 DEX 10 CON 7 INT 5 POW 8 WP 6 PER 6

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Quick Reflexes (+40) -2, Untiring (+3) 

Susceptible to Poisons +1, Unfortunate +1

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 110 Saber 

Attack: 90 Saber 

Defense: 100 Dodge 

Damage:  50 Saber 

Wear Armor: 5 

AT:  / 

 

 

Ki Abilities

Use of Ki, Use of Necessary Energy, Elimination of Necessities

 

Modules:

Pirate Module (Harpoon, Gladiator

 

 

STR 7 AGI 10 DEX 10 CON 7 INT 5 POW 8 WP 6 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30)

PhR 35 MR 40 PsR 35 VR 17 DR 35

 

Movement: 10 

Fatigue: 10 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK)

2, Untiring (+3) -1, Immunity to Pain and Fatigue -1, Martial Mastery (40MK) 

le to Poisons +1, Unfortunate +1 

Ki Abilities: 

Use of Ki, Use of Necessary Energy, Elimination of Necessities

Modules: 

Pirate Module (Harpoon, Gladiator’s Net, Hook, Saber, Handaxe)

 

tances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 35 MR 40 PsR 35 VR 17 DR 35 

otal Martial Knowledge(MK): 65 

1, Martial Mastery (40MK) -1, 

Use of Ki, Use of Necessary Energy, Elimination of Necessities 

, Saber, Handaxe) 
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Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 45, Athleticism 35, Climb 20, Jump 20, Swim 20, Style 30, Notice 15, Search 10, Sleight of 

Hand 30, Theft 25, Stealth 25, Lock Picking 20, Withstand Pain 15, Feats of Strength 20 

 

 

Description 

The Eastern Gate in Phaion Eion Seimon is a mystical place. About twenty years ago, a sailor who 

visited the Gate found an infant in a wicker basket next to one of the giant pillars of the structure. 

The young man found mercy in his heart and took the baby with him. 

 

Only two months later, his ship was attacked by the Pirate King Cypher Boondock. Among the few 

survivors was the little baby boy. Cypher spared the baby’s life and also took it with him. He named 

the boy Calvin and raised him as his own child. 

 

In the next few months, half a dozen of the ships that Calvin was on were either caught by enemy 

ships or damaged in storms. Soon, the superstitious pirates wanted the child off their boats. And so 

Calvin grew up on the home island of the Boondock pirate gang, kept apart from anything his bad 

luck could affect. He learned many tricks of the trade and also how to use most of the common 

weapons of sailors and pirates, but he was always treated with caution. 

 

On his twelfth birthday, the island was attacked and burned to the ground by an enemy pirate gang 

and he was shipped off to Lannet along with the other children and women. 

 

Calvin managed to escape and fled into the mountains. For days he was without food and water, but 

something inside him kept him alive and going. He simply refused to give in to hunger, thirst and pain 

and made it to a secluded temple deep within the valleys of Shivat. 

 

The monks of the temple recognized his great talent and helped him improve his survival skills. Life in 

the temple was good for Calvin, but after many years without accident, a haystack in a barn caught 

fire and the temple went up in flames. 

 

Since then, Calvin Boondock has been travelling the world, trying to outrun his bad fortune. He is 

often victim to thefts and robberies. He was also almost killed by a female thief pretending to be a 

Geisha, who poisoned him and left him to die in the street. This poison has left him vulnerable to 

other dangerous substances. Until now, his body control and incredible speed have saved him, but he 

knows if he wants to survive his bad luck, he has to become even better. 

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

When forced to fight, Calvin prefers to always strike first and he even manages to land the first blow 

if the enemy surprises him. He tries to stay in motion during combat all the time, which often makes 

his style look chaotic, but also makes him hard to predict. 

 

He has the ability to push himself harder and longer than others and he can survive in a hostile 

climate much longer than the average person due to his limited needs. 

 

Possessions 

The clothes he is wearing, a saber, a small bag with low quality food for a week, 5 GC 
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Kazimir Privalova 
created by: Vincent-Gabriel (Destroy1) 

Class: Non-Supernatural Paladin 

 

 

 
 

 
Level: 2 

Life Points: 165 

Size: 18 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 8 AGI 5 DEX 10 CON 10 INT 6 POW 8 WP 6 PER 5 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 35) 

PhR 50 MR 45 PsR 40 VR 50 DR 50 

 

Movement: 4 

Fatigue: 10 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 160 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Martial Knowledge (120MK) -3, Danger Sense -2, Been Around -2, Powerful Enemy (High Spheres of 

Remo) +2, Exclusive Weapon (Long Swords) +1, Without Natural Bonus +1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 45 Long Sword 

Attack: 110 Long Sword 

Defense: 115 Long Sword 

Damage:  70 Long Sword 

Wear Armor: 55 

AT: Breast Plate (Cut 4, Imp 5, Thr 4, Heat 1, Elec 0, Cold 1, Ene 2) 

 

Ki Abilities: 

Use of Ki, Weight Elimination, Presence Extrusion, Aura Extension, Use of Necessary Energies, 

Elimination of Necessities, Energy Armor, Ki Transmission, Ki Healing, Recovery, Inhumanity 
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Secondary Abilities: 

Athleticism 5, Composure 50, Withstand Pain 35, Notice 25, Search 20, History 10, Leadership 60, 

Persuasion 35, Style 30, Tactics 35 

 

 

Description 

Like most people who are born in Dalaborn, Kazimir, born into a low nobility family, followed a very 

strict life-style, heavily influenced by the military. 

 

He showed great potential in the Ki domain and could have become a very good technician, but 

Knighthood was much more to his liking. Therefore it was no surprise when he chose to become a 

knight in the army of the empire under the Lord of War Tadeus Van Horsman. 

 

However when the arch bishop, supported by the Emperor, ordered the full destruction of Remo, 

what his lord couldn't bear to do, Kazimir did. As commanding officer of a small regiment of men, he 

led them into war with Remo, achieving victory with ease. 

 

But there was no surprise here; the empire had a clear advantage in those battles. Yet the efficiency 

with which Kazimir acted and the coldness in his way to obey the Emperor’s order made him many 

enemies inside Remo that see him as something that should be torn from the surface of Gaia.  

 

For Kazimir, the situation was clear: Who was he to disobey the Emperor, supreme lord of the Sacred 

Holy Empire of Abel? 

 

When the Breach of Heavens occurred, he should have died with so many other soldiers, but it was 

his sixth sense that saved him and allowed him to avoid the danger of one encounter too many. 

 

Today, he serves the Empress with the same devotion with which he served her father.  

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

There is debate whether the Disadvantage Exclusive Weapon applies to one type of weapon or one 

specific weapon of that type. It is up to the Game Master to decide what applies to Kazimir. 

 

Possessions 

One style of clothing, food for one week, a blanket, a medal of honor, a linen piece of cloth, a whet 

stone, some maps of Abel and its surroundings, his long sword, a dagger that he uses as a tool, a 

horse, his armor, 75 GP 
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Morrick Jerakiel 
created by: Dave (Raybras) 

Class: Non-Supernatural Dark Paladin 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 150 

Size: 18 

Appearance: 6 

 

Characteristics 

STR 8 AGI 6 DEX 10 CON 10 INT 5 POW 8 WP 6 PER 5 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 45 MR 40 PsR 35 VR 45 DR 45 

 

Movement: 6 (5 with chainmail) 

Fatigue: 16 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 100 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Untiring -2, Ki Regeneration -2, Martial Mastery -2, Severe Phobia: Waist deep water +1, Vulnerable 

to Cold +1, Bad Luck +1. 

 

Combat: 

Init: 60 Base, 45 Longsword, 20 Longsword+Shield 

Attack: 70 Longsword, 30 Shield (offhand) 

Block: 115 Longsword, 135 Shield 

Damage:  60 Longsword, 30 shield 

Wear Armor: 35 

AT: Chainmail (Cut 4, Imp 2, Thr 1, Heat 2, Elec 0, Cold 1, Ene 0) 

 

Ki Abilities: 

Use of Ki, Use of Necessary Energy, Penalty Reduction, Recovery , Elimination of Necessities 

 

Modules: 

Other Weapon: Shield(20 DP) 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Athleticism 25, Ride 25, Composure 35, Feats of Strength 20, Withstand Pain 25, Notice 15, Search 5, 

Memorize 5, History 5,Occult(Catholicism) 45, Intimidate 40, Persuasion 15 

 

 

Description 

Morrick Jerakiel, aged 24, is the son of Sir Edmond Jerakiel, Knight of Argos. As part of the military 

force of the Vatican, Morrick has been trained as a Sternguard, one who defends the Line of Retreat. 

 

After noticing his potential after his training, the Church has taken him under their wing and trained 

him for special missions, often sending him as a bodyguard for Religious envoys to other areas of the 

country. 

 

People who have heard of his exploits and see him, demur to his intimidating presence. Stories of 

defeating brigand groups of 10 without receiving a single blow, even the fact that they say he can 

fight for hours on end without breaking a sweat make the general population wary of him and avoid 

him entirely.  

 

His fear of water comes from nearly drowning at the age of 18 when he went for winter training on 

ice. During his training he made a misstep and fell on the ice on a weaker spot and crashed into the 

frozen water. 
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Notes and Curiosities: 

He usually starts out fighting normally, to assess his enemy’s strengths and weaknesses. After a few 

rounds (generally 2-3) he starts using some Fatigue to enhance his abilities for optimal countering. 

When he faces an opponent with high defense skills, he pushes his attack. When he faces an enemy 

with high attack skill, he pushes his defense. Every round he uses more than 1 fatigue, he recovers 1 

fatigue at the end for 5 points of ki. If his opponent is much weaker, he doesn’t even bother to push 

himself. 

 

 
 

 

Possessions 

Longsword, a Shield, Chainmail, a Warhorse, Formal outfit, Casual clothes, Combat clothes, Good 

quality wineskin (full of wine), Week's worth of good rations, Large House, Excellent rope, carries 

worth 10 GC, banked 200 GC 
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Szu Zhao 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Weaponsmaster 

 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 105 

Size: 10 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 10 AGI 6 DEX 8 CON 6 INT 8 POW 8 WP 5

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Starting Wealth (5000GC) -2, Uncommon Size 

Enemy (Crime Lord of Huan Zhou) +1

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 20 Arquebus, 30 Short Bow, 40 Broadsword (+5)

Attack: 95 Arquebus, 95 Short Bow, 100 Broadsword (+5)

Defense: 65 Broadsword (+5) 

Damage:  80 Arquebus, 55 Short Bow, 80 Broadsword (+5)

Wear Armor: 70 

AT: Partial Plate (+5) (Cut 5, Imp 4, Thr 3, Heat 4, Elec 3, Cold 3, Ene 0)

 

 

Modules: 

Projectile Weapon Module 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Athleticism 15, Ride 10, Leadership 30, 

Persuasion 20, Style 25, Appraisal 20, 

History 20, Memorize 25, Composure 

25, Withstand Pain 15, Feats of 

Strength 55 

 

 

Description 

Dan-Zu Zhao is a scared man. He had 

worked hard all his life and within forty 

years, he managed to turn his father

failing fish stand in Huan Zhou into a 

flourishing fishing business, with 

several dozen fishing boats and over a 

hundred employees. His company is 

now known all across Shivat. However, 

he had made some enemies too, 

among them some of the bigger crime 

lords of Huan Zhou. 

 

STR 10 AGI 6 DEX 8 CON 6 INT 8 POW 8 WP 5 PER 8 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30)

PhR 35 MR 40 PsR 30 VR 35

 

Movement: 6 

Fatigue: 6 

 

2, Uncommon Size -1, Contacts: Local Nobility (Huan Zhou) 

Enemy (Crime Lord of Huan Zhou) +1 

20 Arquebus, 30 Short Bow, 40 Broadsword (+5) 

Attack: 95 Arquebus, 95 Short Bow, 100 Broadsword (+5) 

80 Arquebus, 55 Short Bow, 80 Broadsword (+5) 

AT: Partial Plate (+5) (Cut 5, Imp 4, Thr 3, Heat 4, Elec 3, Cold 3, Ene 0) 

rship 30, 

Persuasion 20, Style 25, Appraisal 20, 

History 20, Memorize 25, Composure 

Zu Zhao is a scared man. He had 

worked hard all his life and within forty 

years, he managed to turn his father’s 

failing fish stand in Huan Zhou into a 

flourishing fishing business, with 

several dozen fishing boats and over a 

hundred employees. His company is 

now known all across Shivat. However, 

he had made some enemies too, 

among them some of the bigger crime 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

35 DR 35 

1, Contacts: Local Nobility (Huan Zhou) -1, Powerful 
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And in an environment where kidnapping children to put pressure on business partners was 

common, Zhao wanted his children to be prepared. He hired some of the best martial artists he could 

find to train his four children the secrets of hand-to-hand combat. 

 

Yet while his three sons learned quick and become skilled fighters, none of the trainers were able to 

teach his only daughter, Szu. She seemed absolutely unable to focus on her inner energies and was 

repulsed by using her own hands for combat. 

 

When Zhao told his westerner friend, a guard captain by the name of John Frakes, about his 

problems, John offered to help. Soon, the guard captain realized that Szu was exceptionally strong 

for her slight build, and he taught her how to wear strong armor and use two of his favorite 

weapons: Swords and Bows. 

 

Szu eventually decided to travel to the old continent to see the world where her mentor lived. The 

problem is that some of the enemies of her father saw this as a political move. One of them, an 

unknown crime lord of Huan Zhou, even hired assassins to follow her and kill her when the moment 

is right. 

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

Szu has access to a part of her father’s fortune. She already bought a house in her home city, a 

purebred horse and all her travelling equipment, but she still has a lot of money left. Most of it is 

stored on a personal account on an international bank, accessible in most of the major cities. 

 

Although she is not very tall and has a slender physique, she is almost inhumanly strong and wears 

her partial plate armor with ease. 

 

Among her most prized possessions are a Broadsword and the afore mentioned armor, crafted by a 

master weapon smith of Shivat and an Arquebus , one of the newest inventions of the Old Continent. 

Thanks to her training, she can use all this high quality equipment with ease. 

 

Possessions 

Several changes of clothes, food for a week,+5 Broadsword, Arquebus, powder and munitions for 

two dozen shots, Short Bow, quiver with thirty arrows, +5 Partial Plate armor, complete travel 

equipment, a purebred horse, 200 GC on her, 3200 GC on the bank accessible in major cities, a large 

house in Huan Zhou 
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Eirun Haakon 
created by: Dave (Raybras) 

Class: Technician 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 125 

Size: 18 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 9 AGI 7 DEX 9 CON 9 INT 5 POW 9 WP 7

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Ebudan Nephilim, Martial Mastery 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 35 Broadsword 

Attack: 80 

Defense: 80 Broadsword 

Damage:  65 Broadsword 

Wear Armor: 10 

AT: Padded Armor (Cut 1, Imp 1, Thr 1, Heat 1, Cold 2,

Elec 2, Ene 0) 

 

 

Ki Abilities and Techniques: 

Use of Ki, Ki Control, Presence Extrusion, Aura Extension

from list (affected by Damned) 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 10, Athleticism 15, Climb 10, Jump 15, Composure 10, Feats of Strength 15, Withstand 

Pain 10, Memorize 5, History 5, Notice 30, Search 15, Intimidate 15, Style 20

 

Description 

Eirun was like any other child his age while growing up, except for the 

his neck. In the beginning, his parents did their best to hide this unusual feature, but a

the markings became more pronoun

 

A landscape in turmoil, he runs towards destroyed civilization, hi

his path. A hurricane blows him off his 

won't move. He notices he is sinking int

Under water, he loses breath and is plunged into

a single ray of hope, a keening beam of light, in the

 

Waking up in terror and sweat, he can't make sense of anything that has happened.

dreams repeat themselves. 

 

STR 9 AGI 7 DEX 9 CON 9 INT 5 POW 9 WP 7 PER 5 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30)

PhR 40 MR 40 PsR 35 VR 40

 

Movement: 9 

Fatigue: 9 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK)

, Martial Mastery -3, Ki Recovery -3, Damned +1, Slow Healer +1, Deep Sleeper +1

AT: Padded Armor (Cut 1, Imp 1, Thr 1, Heat 1, Cold 2, 

Ki (Accumulation 

STR – 1 – 15 

AGI – 2 – 15 

DEX – 1 – 15 

CON – 1 – 15 

WP – 2 – 15 

POW – 1 – 15 

, Ki Control, Presence Extrusion, Aura Extension, Inhumanity, 80 MK worth of Techniques 

Athleticism 15, Climb 10, Jump 15, Composure 10, Feats of Strength 15, Withstand 

Pain 10, Memorize 5, History 5, Notice 30, Search 15, Intimidate 15, Style 20 

Eirun was like any other child his age while growing up, except for the strange mar

his neck. In the beginning, his parents did their best to hide this unusual feature, but a

became more pronounced. Then, the dreams started.  

A landscape in turmoil, he runs towards destroyed civilization, his body on fire burning 

his path. A hurricane blows him off his feet and into a fissure in the earth. As he gets

he is sinking into hardening clay. The water comes rushing down, rising fast. 

and is plunged into total darkness. A moment goes

a single ray of hope, a keening beam of light, in the shape of a hand to hold on to.

Waking up in terror and sweat, he can't make sense of anything that has happened.

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

40 DR 40 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 200 

amned +1, Slow Healer +1, Deep Sleeper +1 

Ki (Accumulation – Pool) 

, Inhumanity, 80 MK worth of Techniques 

Athleticism 15, Climb 10, Jump 15, Composure 10, Feats of Strength 15, Withstand 

strange markings the back of 

his neck. In the beginning, his parents did their best to hide this unusual feature, but as time went by, 

s body on fire burning everything in 

arth. As he gets up his feet 

rushing down, rising fast. 

goes by, and he glimpses 

shape of a hand to hold on to. 

Waking up in terror and sweat, he can't make sense of anything that has happened. Every night, the 



 

Eirun doesn't remember getting 

along with his parents. He 

always felt their fear and hatred 

because of his strange body. 

And things only got worse when

more markings started showing 

up on his body. When he 

couldn't handle his parent's 

spite, he decided to run away 

with his father's weapon and 

armor and some money from 

the family savings. 

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

Damned: Ever since his dreams 

started, Eirun has been unable 

to grasp the fundamentals of 

creating dominion techniques. 

He can only try and make sense

of what is shown to him in his 

dreams. Unfortunately, he 

cannot control his dreams so he 

must follow the path that is

placed before him. When Eirun

discretion to choose a technique from the list, either by random roll or choice, following the normal 

restrictions. 

 

Sue'Aman: Eirun shares his body with the soul of an Ebudan warrior who died several thousand years 

ago. From this soul, Eirun inherited a spec

Eirun knows that to achieve a purpose in life, he has to master the powers his dreams show him and 

become a Master of Elements. 

To become a Master of Elements he must learn the techni

"Elemental Attack". There are 6 in all, 2 of 

 

This character uses some rules from the book Dominus Exxet. You can find all rules that were used in 

the final chapter of this guidebook.

Possessions 

Broad Sword, Padded Armor, 2 sets of clothing, 2x decent field rations, backpack, sharpening stone, 

flint and tinder, 1 GC 

  

Eirun doesn't remember getting 

. He 

always felt their fear and hatred 

because of his strange body. 

And things only got worse when 

markings started showing 

When he 

ndle his parent's 

spite, he decided to run away 

with his father's weapon and 

some money from 

Ever since his dreams 

started, Eirun has been unable 

to grasp the fundamentals of 

echniques. 

try and make sense 

of what is shown to him in his 

nfortunately, he 

cannot control his dreams so he 

that is 

d before him. When Eirun wants to learn a new technique, it is up to the Game Master’s 

a technique from the list, either by random roll or choice, following the normal 

Eirun shares his body with the soul of an Ebudan warrior who died several thousand years 

ago. From this soul, Eirun inherited a specific Sue’Aman.  The full extent of this quest is

Eirun knows that to achieve a purpose in life, he has to master the powers his dreams show him and 

lements he must learn the techniques in his list that have the K

here are 6 in all, 2 of Level 1, 2 of Level 2 and 2 of Level 3. 

This character uses some rules from the book Dominus Exxet. You can find all rules that were used in 

the final chapter of this guidebook. 

Broad Sword, Padded Armor, 2 sets of clothing, 2x decent field rations, backpack, sharpening stone, 
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up to the Game Master’s 

a technique from the list, either by random roll or choice, following the normal 

Eirun shares his body with the soul of an Ebudan warrior who died several thousand years 

quest is unknown, but 

Eirun knows that to achieve a purpose in life, he has to master the powers his dreams show him and 

list that have the Ki power 

This character uses some rules from the book Dominus Exxet. You can find all rules that were used in 

Broad Sword, Padded Armor, 2 sets of clothing, 2x decent field rations, backpack, sharpening stone, 
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Kazuki Fujimoto 
created by: Vincent-Gabriel (Destroy1)

Class: Technician 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 115 

Size: 18 

Appearance: 6 

 

Characteristics 

STR 10 AGI 9 DEX 10 CON 8 INT 6 POW 8 WP 8 PER 6

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Martial Mastery -3, Ki Recovery -

+2, Serious Vice (Meditate one hour every day) 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 50 Long Sword 

Attack: 90 Long Sword 

Defense: 55 Long Sword 

Damage:  75 Long Sword 

Wear Armor: 15 

AT: Armored Longcoat (Cut 1, Imp 0, Thr 2, Heat 1, Cold 2,

Elec 2, Ene 0) 

 

 

 

 

Ki Abilities and Techniques: 

Use of Ki, Ki Control, Ki Detection, Erudition, Weight Elimination, Prese

Ki Transmission, Ki Healing, Use of Necessary Energy, Penalty Reduction, Recovery

Ki Technique (Ormus): Santus 

 

Modules 

Blind Fighting Module 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 15, Athleticism 20, 

Climb 15, Jump 40, Composure 

30, Withstand Pain 15, Notice 55, 

Search 15, Style 15 

 

Description 

Kazuki lived in Phaion among the 

Lannetense people that settled 

there. His father is one of the 

martial artists that opened a dojo 

to teach the martial arts to 

whoever had the money and th

talent to learn. The dojo was 

 
Gabriel (Destroy1) 

STR 10 AGI 9 DEX 10 CON 8 INT 6 POW 8 WP 8 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30)

PhR 40 MR 40 PsR 40 VR 20 DR 40

 

Movement: 9 

Fatigue: 8 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK)

-2, Change one Characteristic to 9 -2, Vulnerable to Poison +

2, Serious Vice (Meditate one hour every day) +1 

1, Imp 0, Thr 2, Heat 1, Cold 2, 

Ki (Accumulation 

STR – 3 – 12 

AGI – 3 – 11 

DEX – 3 – 12 

CON – 2 – 9 

WP – 2 – 9 

POW – 3 – 10 

 

Use of Ki, Ki Control, Ki Detection, Erudition, Weight Elimination, Presence Extrusion, Aura Extension, 

Ki Transmission, Ki Healing, Use of Necessary Energy, Penalty Reduction, Recovery

30, Withstand Pain 15, Notice 55, 

among the 

Lannetense people that settled 

er is one of the 

that opened a dojo 

to 

whoever had the money and the 

was 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 40 MR 40 PsR 40 VR 20 DR 40 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 210 (-30) 

2, Vulnerable to Poison +1, Blind 

Ki (Accumulation – Pool) 

nce Extrusion, Aura Extension, 

Ki Transmission, Ki Healing, Use of Necessary Energy, Penalty Reduction, Recovery 
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always something special as although they believe in the Kami, the family is one of few that 

converted to Christianity. One of the major concepts that is taught there is to be purity of heart in 

order to defeat your inner demon and become a master of peace. The fighters of the Dojo were also 

known to use and teach the Techniques of Ormus, renowned as the main combat style of the 

Inquisition. 

Therefore, Healing and special abilities and techniques were much more important than any 

traditional martial arts. 

 

Kazuki was very talented and proud of his power level. When he was only 16 years old, he had nearly 

mastered most of the abilities the school or even his father could teach him. In his mind, he had no 

doubt he was much better and more talented that anyone would ever be there. Kazuki respected his 

father and knew he was a brave man, but he would surpass him very easily soon. 

It wasn't a surprise that this mentality that drove Kazuki to achieve glory would also send him to his 

greatest demise. 

 

One day, the villagers approached the dojo with a request for help. It wasn’t the first time they came 

asking for assistance, but this time the trouble seemed to be bigger than usual. Kazuki wasn’t afraid. 

He was the best, wasn’t he? 

 

Before he truly realized it, he found himself in combat with an unknown dark elemental. He fought 

with his full power, but the creature’s power was too much, even for him. It was in this fight that 

Kazuki lost his sight due to a devastating attack. The blow could have killed him, were it not for his 

father, the young technician would have died, taking the creature with him. The creature’s death was 

not much satisfaction to him, because, barring a miracle, he would never regain his sight again. 

 

And so he learned to deal with his new condition. He also learned something very important through 

this humbling experience and now he understands what his father meant to teach him all this time. 

Now, to calm his pride and his own inner demon, Kazuki forces himself to meditate one hour each 

day, to remind him that talent alone isn’t always enough. 

 

Notes and Curiosities 

Kazuki uses several rules and a technique from the Technique Tree Ormus from the book Dominus 

Exxet. You can find all the rules you need in the last chapter of this book. 

Although he is blind, Kazuki uses his powers to see. It is up to the Game Master to decide the 

remaining penalty. 

 

Possessions 

Several clothes, blanket, bandage, food for 1 week, a necklace with the symbol of his dojo, a ribbon 

on his eyes, a walking staff, A long coat (with the dojo symbol) for simple protection and easy 

fighting, a long sword and 40 GP 
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Oda Nobunaga 
created by: Shogunboy 

Class: Technician 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 115 

Size: 14 

Appearance: 8 

 

Characteristics 

STR 8 AGI 9 DEX 9 CON 8 INT 5 POW 8 WP 6 PER 7 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 40 MR 40 PsR 35 VR 40 DR 40 

 

Movement: 9 

Fatigue: 8 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 170 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Martial Mastery -3, Artifact -3, Severe Phobia (GMs decision) +1, Deep Sleeper +1, Exclusive Weapon 

(Ray of Hope) +1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 40 Nodachi (+10) 

Attack: 95 Nodachi (+10) 

Defense: 90 Nodachi (+10) 

Damage:  90 Nodachi (+10) 

Wear Armor: 10 

AT: Padded (Cut 1, Imp 1, Thr 1, Heat 1, Cold 2, 

Elec 2, Ene 0) 

Ki (Accumulation – Pool) 

STR – 1 – 8 

AGI – 3 – 22 

DEX – 3 – 22 

CON – 1 – 8 

WP – 1 – 6 

POW – 3 – 22 

 

Ki Abilities and Techniques: 

Use of Ki, Ki Control, Presence Extrusion 

Ki Techniques (Way of Meizo): Fukuryuzan Level 1, Douryuzan Level 2 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics  25, Athleticism 20, Climb 25, Notice 20,  Composure 20, Style 25, Withstand Pain 20, 

Jump 25 

 

 

Description 

Born in the outskirts of Hanamura, the town of flowers, Oda was part of a family that ran a local 

restaurant, called the Spicy Pot. She had been named after her great great grandfather, to whom she 

bore a striking likeness. As she was the oldest of three children, it was often expected of her to help 

out in the family business, although her parents hoped that her destiny would be greater than just 

inheriting the restaurant. 

Everything was fine, until a Yakuza gang decided to take over the restaurant, looking for young 

women for their own business. While her younger siblings were sent to relatives, Oda, the oldest, 

had to escape on her own. 

After many days of travel, Oda made safely made it to Yokai, where her parents told her to look for a 

man named Ippo. When she found the old man in a small shack, he turned out to be Ippo Isizu, 

keeper of Ray of Hope, the infamous weapon of her great great grandfather, who had been a 

travelling Ronin. Ippo promised the young girl to give her the sword, but she had to travel and train 
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with him until he deemed her ready. Oda agreed, and for over one and a half years, she and Master 

Ippo travelled to many temples 

dedicated to martial mastery like 

Meisen and Ning Shi. 

Finally, when Oda had reached a 

combat prowess quite unusual for her 

young age, Ippo handed over Ray of 

Hope.  

The girl made the long journey back 

home and confronted the Yakuza 

gang. Outnumbered nine to one, Oda 

massacred the gangsters with Ray of 

Hope, not allowing a single one to 

escape. 

But her training with Master Ippo had 

made the girl restless, and without 

any delay, she left her home again to 

travel the world and find a new 

master worthy of her service. 

 

 

Notes and Curiosities 

You can find the description and rules 

for the Artifact Ray of Hope and the 

Technique Tree Way of Meizo in the 

final chapter of this book. 

 

 

 

Possessions 

The clothes she has on, a week’s worth of low quality rations, Padded armor, Ray of Hope (+10 

Nodachi, Artifact), 5 CC 
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Yukiko Kaneko 
created by: Dave (Raybras) 

Class: Tao 

 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 95 

Size: 13 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 7 AGI 10 DEX 10 CON 6 INT 5 POW 8 WP 7 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 35 MR 40 PsR 35 VR 35 DR 35 

 

Movement: 10 

Fatigue: 6 

Total Martial Knowledge(MK): 90 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Martial Mastery -1, Ambidextrous -1, Quick Reflexes -3, Feeble +1, Exhausted +1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 135 Unarmed 

Attack: 110 

Defense: 65 Dodge 

Damage:  25 

Wear Armor: 5 

AT: / 

Ki (Accumulation – Pool) 

STR – 1 – 7 

AGI – 2 – 10 

DEX – 2 – 10 

CON – 1 – 6 

WP – 1 – 7 

POW – 1 – 8 

 

Ki Abilities and Techniques: 

Use of Ki, Ki Control, Möretsuna kasoku 

 

Modules and Martial Arts: 

Multiple Attacks Module, Kempo, Tae Kwon Do 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 45, Athleticism 20, Climb 35, Jump 15, Swim 25, Notice 30, Search 15, Style 20, Sleight of 

Hand 35 
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Description 

Having grown up in Shivat as the Daughter of a Martial Arts Master, Yukiko has been trained since 

her younger years to help bring renown to her father's Dojo. From the age of 16, she has participated 

in the Grand Tournament of Unarmed Combat at the Great Temple Maishen. 

 

Her first time there, she managed to get past the preliminaries but did not make it past the 1st round 

of the tournament, because a miscalculated maneuver made her fall out of the ring. 

 

During the following 5 years prior the next tournament, she trained herself extensively in centering 

her spirit and honing her martial skills. 

 

Aged 21, during her 2nd tournament she makes it all the way to the 3rd round. This time, the fight 

was breathtakingly beautiful, lasting far longer than anyone expected. 

However, she employed a combat style that focuses on quickly eliminating her opponents, and 

because of this, her body couldn't bear the fatigue from the effort of prolonged combat.  

 

After she was eliminated from the tournament, she vowed to find the stranger who has so touched 

her pride in a gracefully fought martial bout, and defeat him once and for all. For this, she crossed 

the sea into the old continent in search of him. 

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

As a Duelist, she usually opens her combats with Möretsuna kasoku to try and surprise her 

opponents and force an opening. After she strikes with an unnatural speed, she unleashes her 

martial skill with her 5 following strikes, right right left right kick! Most opponents fail to stand up 

after her 1st flurry of blows, and if they do, they are too beat up to continue fighting. 

 

You can find her Ki Technique Tree Gomakashi no arashi ごまかしのごまかしのごまかしのごまかしの嵐嵐嵐嵐 in the final chapter of this 

document. 

 

Possessions 

Casual Attire, Combat Clothes, Woman's Kimono, 4 day's worth Decent Food Rations, Necklace with 

Home Dojo Emblem, Backpack, Flint and Tinder, bedroll, 3 GC 28 SC 
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Neema Samid 
created by: Lagnalok 

Class: Ranger 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 95 

Size: 13 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 9 AGI 10 DEX 10 CON 6 INT 8 POW 5 WP 5 PER 5 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 35 MR 30 PsR 30 VR 35 DR 35 

 

Movement: 10 (9) 

Fatigue: 6 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Jack of all Trades -2, Accute Senses -1, Animal Affinity -1, See Supernatural -1, Elan (25): Rafael -1, 

Exclusive Weapon (Composite Bow) +1, Unfortunate +1, Vulnerable to Pain +1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 25 Composite Bow 

Attack: 95 Composite Bow 

Defense: 15 Composite Bow, 15 Dodge 

Damage:  50 Composite Bow (Normal Arrow) 

Wear Armor: 10 

AT: Leather Armor (Cut 1, Imp 0, Thr 2, Heat 1, Elec 2, Cold 1, Ene 0) 

 

Special Powers: 

Gifts of Rafael (25 Elan): Mother Nature Knowledge, Animal Knowledge, Healing 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 30, Athleticism 45, Climb 30, Jump 25, Ride 30, Swim 30, Composure 10, Feats of Strength 

20, Withstand Pain 10, Notice 100, Search 100, Track 70, Animals 150, Appraisal 20, Herbal Lore 55, 

History 20, Magical Appraisal 10, Medicine 25, Memorize 20, Navigation 20, Occult 20, Sciences 20, 

Intimidate 10, Leadership 10, Persuasion 20, Style 30, Disguise 25, Hide 10, Lock Picking 25, Poisons 

20, Theft, 25, Trap Lore 65, Stealth 45, Art 10, Dance 25, Forging 25, Music 10, Sleight of Hand 25 

 

 

Description 

Neema grew up in a small village of humans and Daimah deep in jungles of Nanwe. They were not 

only living in the wilderness but were also as a part of it, especially with some animals that where 

their partners for hunting and daily life. Being more or less cut off from civilization, she and the 

villagers had to do everything themselves, which made Neema skilled in many different areas. 

 

She never had the chance to meet her mother, but she lived a happy life together with her father and 

the other villagers. But one day, a group of strangers attacked the village. Taken by surprise and 

easily overpowered by them, the battle was short but not any less bloody. It was the 13th Clan from 

Salazar, Harumai, lead by a demon-like giant known as the Dark Devil of the Sands. 

 

The survivors were brought to Port Tahar and sold as slaves to some foreigners from the north. On 

the long voyage across the Inner Sea a heavy storm built up and all hell broke loose, sinking their 

ship. After Neema woke up she found herself on an unknown shore surrounded with wreckage and 
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dead bodies. She broke down in tears and let go an angry scream, vowing to take revenge for her 

people. 

 

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

Due to her affinity with animals, Neema will always try to befriend and train a local animal as her 

companion. The Game Master must determine how the Secondary Ability Animals is used to control 

these creatures. 

 

 

Possessions 

Composite Bow, some normal arrows, Full Leather Armor, Food and water for more than a week, 

some traveling equipment, 4GC 
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Marek Adamski 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Shadow 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 115 

Size: 13 

Appearance: 6 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 10 DEX 9 CON 8 INT 6 POW 7

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Aptitude in a Field (Subterfuge) -

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 75 Short Sword, 70 Miniature Crossbow

Attack: 80 Short Sword, 80 Miniature Crossbow

Defense: 60 Dodge 

Damage:  40 Short Sword, 30 Light Crossbow Bolt

Wear Armor: 0 

AT: / 

 

 

Modules: 

Assassin Module 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 25, Athleticism 20, Notice 35, Search 30, Track 15, 

Theft 20, Hide 50, Stealth 210, Trap Lore

 

 

 

Description 

What constitutes a human being? Where is the invisible line between man and beast? Is it rooted in 

our emotions? In our decisions? Or is it ou

 

The first thing Marek remembers

 

Pain, as he is dragged from sleep by ruff hands. Pain, as the knife dives into his mouth and cuts out 

his tongue. Pain, as he almost drowns on his own blood. Pain, as the needle digs into his skin, 

branding him with markings he does not 

can’t hold back, because he is not a day older than six.

 

After that, every memory is dominated by the Master. It was the Master that woke Marek every day 

by cutting him, until he woke up by h

be hit by the blade instead. Who taught him to read, and who made him write with his own blood, so 

he would make fewer mistakes. And it was the Master who showed Marek the true meaning of

becoming one with the shadows.

STR 5 AGI 10 DEX 9 CON 8 INT 6 POW 7 WP 6 PER 8 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30)

PhR 40 MR 35 PsR 35 VR 40 DR 40

 

Movement: 10 

Fatigue: 8 

 

-2, Night Vision -1, Quick Reflexes (+40) -2, Slow Healer +1, Mute +1

Short Sword, 70 Miniature Crossbow 

ature Crossbow 

40 Short Sword, 30 Light Crossbow Bolt 

Acrobatics 25, Athleticism 20, Notice 35, Search 30, Track 15, 

Theft 20, Hide 50, Stealth 210, Trap Lore 15, Lock Picking 25 

What constitutes a human being? Where is the invisible line between man and beast? Is it rooted in 

our emotions? In our decisions? Or is it our memories, that make us human? 

The first thing Marek remembers, except for his name, is pain. 

Pain, as he is dragged from sleep by ruff hands. Pain, as the knife dives into his mouth and cuts out 

his tongue. Pain, as he almost drowns on his own blood. Pain, as the needle digs into his skin, 

branding him with markings he does not understand. Pain, as he is hit for his tears. They are tears he 

he is not a day older than six. 

After that, every memory is dominated by the Master. It was the Master that woke Marek every day 

by cutting him, until he woke up by himself. It was the Master that forced him to defend himself, or 

be hit by the blade instead. Who taught him to read, and who made him write with his own blood, so 

he would make fewer mistakes. And it was the Master who showed Marek the true meaning of

ming one with the shadows. 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

VR 40 DR 40 

2, Slow Healer +1, Mute +1 

What constitutes a human being? Where is the invisible line between man and beast? Is it rooted in 

Pain, as he is dragged from sleep by ruff hands. Pain, as the knife dives into his mouth and cuts out 

his tongue. Pain, as he almost drowns on his own blood. Pain, as the needle digs into his skin, 

understand. Pain, as he is hit for his tears. They are tears he 

After that, every memory is dominated by the Master. It was the Master that woke Marek every day 

imself. It was the Master that forced him to defend himself, or 

be hit by the blade instead. Who taught him to read, and who made him write with his own blood, so 

he would make fewer mistakes. And it was the Master who showed Marek the true meaning of 
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And when Marek turned 17 and became better at hiding in the shadows than the Master, he waited 

for the black-clad man in the darkness of his cell, and bashed his skull in with a large stone. 

 

After he escaped from his prison, Marek found himself in Americh, the city of free trade, and he has 

spent the last few weeks there, taking day jobs for food and a place to rest his head. 

 

Despite his young age, Marek is very civilized and elegant, but he is also very naïve. Everything is new 

to him, from the landscapes that surround him to the faces of the people he meets. 

 

For better or worse, he wants to find out what it is like to be human. 

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

Marek can’t speak, because his tongue was cut out by the Master. He tries to communicate with his 

hand and feet, but if he finds a pen and paper, he also likes to write things down. This often takes a 

lot of time, because the Master taught him to write polite and elaborate letters, and Marek writes 

like this even if he is asking for something mundane like a napkin. 

 

Possessions 

Old but clean low-quality clothes, rations for two days, a Short Sword, a Miniature Crossbow with 

five bolts, 2 CC 
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Katrien Van Keuren 
created by: Vincent-Gabriel (Destroy1) 

Class: Thief 

 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 90 

Size: 9 

Appearance: 8 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 10 DEX 10 CON 6 INT 8 POW 6 WP 5 PER 8 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 35 MR 40 PsR 30 VR 35 DR 35 

 

Movement: 10 

Fatigue: 6 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Daimah Nephilim, Elan (60): Eriol -3, Fortunate -1, Jack of All Trades -2, Good Luck -1, Slow Reaction 

+2, Easily Possessed +1, Deep Sleeper +1  

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 50 Dagger 

Attack: 80 Dagger 

Defense: 80 Dodge 

Damage:  30 Dagger 

Wear Armor: 0 

AT: / 

 

Special Powers: 

Gifts of Eriol (Elan 60): Altering the Law of 

Chance, Stealing Luck, Conjuring up Providence, 

Chaos Stigmata, Chaos Aura 

 

Creature Powers (Chaos Stigmata): 

See Supernatural, Increased Reaction (+30), 

Damage Barrier (100), Automatic Transportation 

(150 feet, 3 times per day) 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 35, Athleticism 35, Climb 35, Jump 

20, Ride 25, Swim 25, Composure 15, Feats of 

Strength 10, Withstand Pain 10, Notice 55, 

Search 55, Track 20, Animals 20, Appraisal 50, 

Memorize 20, Herbal Lore 20, History 20, Magic 

Appraisal 15, Medicine 20, Navigation 20, Occult 

20, Science 20, Intimidate 10, Leadership 15, 

Persuasion 25, Style 20, Disguise 30, Hide 45, 

Lock Picking 45, Poison 20, Theft 40, Stealth 50, 

Trap Lore 30, Art 15, Dance 25, Forging 25, 

Music 15, Sleight of Hand 60 
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Description 

Katrien must be one of the most chaotic, self-centered beings in all the world of Gaia, past, present 

and future. 

 

Everything is a game for her, and the only rule is that she must be the one who has the most fun. 

Who cares about money if there isn't any fun? In her short life, she has tried her hand at many 

different fields and activities, but she never followed through with anything. 

 

The only nearly steady things in her life are her friends. If she happens to have some, that is. As all 

her actions are motivated by her anarchistic nature, most of them end up not being able to follow 

her life-style. Sometimes, they can’t follow any life-style at all anymore. Shit happens in Dwanhölf, 

who is Katrien to change that? Not everybody can have more luck than the devil itself. 

 

Although the self-absorbed Katrien never questioned her nature and isn’t aware of it, she is highly 

synchronized with the Shajad Eriol. In fact, her body is the vessel of a Daimah soul, who had been the 

living avatar of Eriol before suffering an unknown, but probably horribly unlucky, death. Katrien often 

dreams the same dream, but she can’t make much sense of it. All she remembers is that she takes 

part in an impossible event where she has to watch herself escape from a weird place. In her vanity, 

she believes those dreams to be nothing but irrelevant, a product of her fertile imagination. These 

dreams also make her an incredibly heavy sleeper and she often has trouble regaining her wits after 

waking up. 

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

The full extent of the visibility of the creature powers gained through Chaos Stigmata should be 

decided by the Game Master. 

 

Possessions 

Rope, clothes, card game, dice, 4 daggers, a pendant, a hook, a book with some tales from there and 

here, a mirror, a few blankets, some food, a compass, a set of tool tips to pick locks, a first aid kit (in 

case someone lets her play doctor), a small wooden chest of good quality containing 4GP 29SP 

1042CP (It's cool to have a chest full of copper, right?) 
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Sassa Holmberg 
created by: Smilingknight 

Class: Assassin 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 90 

Size: 11 – 5’4’’ 

Appearance: 5 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 8 DEX 9 CON 6 INT 10 POW 6 WP 6 PER 9 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 35 MR 35 PsR 35 VR 35 DR 35 

 

Movement: 8 

Fatigue: 6 

 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Aptitude in a Field (Intellectual) -2, Social Position (High Bourgeoisie of Lucrecio) -1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 75 (70 Unarmed) 

Attack: 80 Dagger (+5) 

Defense: 80 Dodge 

Damage:  40 Dagger (+5) 

Wear Armor: 5 

AT: / 

 

Modules: 

Blind Fighting Module 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 15, Style 10, Notice 55, Search 40, Track 25, Appraisal 20, History 30, Medicine 20, 

Memorize 35, Occult 20, Science 30, Law 25, Disguise 35, Hide 15, Stealth 35, Poisons 20, Music 

(Violin) 50 

 

 

Description 

"You see but you don't notice." 

Sassa loves a good mental challenge. Born to a rich merchant family she had plenty of leisure time to 

get her into trouble. So she was sent to many of the finest schools where she learned enough to 

know that her teachers didn't see things how she saw them. Where they saw facts, she saw the story 

behind the facts. 

 

She started solving crimes as a game, but when the local guards weren't catching the criminals she 

paid them a visit and told them who they should be looking for. Now the guards come to her when 

they are stumped and she has been consulted on other personal matters to high ranking families 

around the country. But she's not above a common case; her interest is purely in how interesting, or 

how challenging it is. She often disguises herself and goes undercover to find the small trivial clues 

that anyone else would overlook. 

 

Recently she has discovered the supernatural and has spent a considerable amount of time (and 

money) learning to fight, and then how to fight blindfolded. Being prepared is worth any expense. 

 



 

Her latest adventure had her investigating students accused of cheating at the Great University and 

for her payment she sat in a few mathematical lectures. But that couldn't be right? If you can find the 

area of a sphere with that equation, and you check the radius with that one... something is wrong 

with Gaia. It isn't round. Or part of it is missing.

 

Now this is a case for Sassa Holmberg.

 

Notes and Curiosities: 

Sassa won't fight if she doesn't have too. Violence is more intere

is far more likely to sneak her way past someone than fight them, she's not above star

she would never start a fair one.

 

Possessions 

+5 dagger, a thoroughbred horse, a wide variety 

good make-up assortment, a week’s worth of excellent food, 750 GC

 

Her latest adventure had her investigating students accused of cheating at the Great University and 

for her payment she sat in a few mathematical lectures. But that couldn't be right? If you can find the 

t equation, and you check the radius with that one... something is wrong 

ound. Or part of it is missing. 

Now this is a case for Sassa Holmberg. 

Sassa won't fight if she doesn't have too. Violence is more interesting to her once it's over. While she 

is far more likely to sneak her way past someone than fight them, she's not above star

she would never start a fair one. 

+5 dagger, a thoroughbred horse, a wide variety of clothes from fancy to thread

up assortment, a week’s worth of excellent food, 750 GC 
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Her latest adventure had her investigating students accused of cheating at the Great University and 

for her payment she sat in a few mathematical lectures. But that couldn't be right? If you can find the 

t equation, and you check the radius with that one... something is wrong 

sting to her once it's over. While she 

is far more likely to sneak her way past someone than fight them, she's not above starting a fight. But 

ncy to threadbare for disguises, a 
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Shayla Rainehart 
created by: Dave (Raybras) 

Class: Wizard 

 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 75 

Size: 9 

Appearance: 6 

 

Characteristics 

STR 4 AGI 5 DEX 8 CON 5 INT 10 POW 10 WP 10 PER 5 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 30 MR 45 PsR 45 VR 30 DR 30 

 

Movement: 5 

Fatigue: 5 

 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

The Gift -2, Superior Magic Recovery (2) -2, Natural Knowledge of a Path (Necromancy) -1, Opposite 

Magic -1, Unspoken Casting -1, Aptitude in a Subject (Composure) -1, Damned +2, Unlucky Destiny 

+2, Unfortunate +1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 55 Unarmed 

Attack: 10 Unarmed 

Defense: 10 Unarmed 

Wear Armor: 0 

AT: / 

Magic : 

MA: 40 (Recovery 120) 

Zeon: 385 

Projection: 100 

 

Magical Path Levels: 

40 Necromancy, 50 Creation 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Composure 70, Withstand Pain 20, Notice 15, Search 15, Magic Appraisal 50, Occult 45 

 

 

Description 

Shayla is originally from Moth. Gifted as she was, people were always wary around her. Not because 

of her gift, but because of her seemingly natural knowledge of necromancy. In an attempt to prove 

to others that she did not care for these powers herself, Shayla studied the way of Creation. She 

would rather heal and protect, than kill and control. Although her necromantic mastery has proven 

to be useful for arcane research, she was always afraid of the power herself. 

She also participated in group rituals, where her intelligence proved useful. On one fateful night, 

Shayla took control of her fear and tried a Ritual of Necromancy, telling herself not to fear it. 

Somehow, the ritual went out of control, sending a backlash of pure magic right through the young 

girl’s essence. Since then, her magical potential and aura have increased so much that even the 

words she speaks carry uncontrolled magic in them. And when she feels strong emotions, it can also 

cause unforeseen and frightful events. Her aura being as powerful as it is seems to attract all forms 

of supernatural and mystical beings and occurrences. 

When the Citizens of Moth found out about this atrocity, they exiled her from her home, fearing the 

impending problems that follow her wherever she goes. 

From here on, Shayla only communicates by writing messages, mostly pertaining to some neutral 

fact like food or sleep, trying to keep her emotions hidden. She dares not tell of her past knowing, full 

well that a surge of emotions would surface. Fearing the power of her words, she learned to cast 

spells without a vocal incantation without diminishing her own potential. 
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Notes and Curiosities 

Damned: Because of a ritual gone wrong while practicing her magic, Shayla's magical potential and 

aura have become exponentially powerful. Since the accident, Shayla can't speak or show emotion 

because it would cause a powerful spell to break free. 

No matter the situation she is in, whenever Shayla talks or shows emotion, she immediately attempts 

to cast one of the spells she knows at the maximum Zeon value possible. Any positive or negative 

modifiers of the situation apply. 

Choosing the spell and its target is up to the Game Master, but it should be influenced by the 

circumstances of Shayla's speech or emotions. 

If she does not have enough Zeon to cast the unleashed spell, the points are then taken from her life 

points at a rate of 5 Zeon = 1 Life point. This is sacrificed health, and she regains it at a rate of 10 per 

day. 

Unfortunate: In addition to the effects of this disadvantage, Shayla will always be some type of 

magnet to supernatural occurrences, whether they are creatures or just mystical events. She will be 

approached by both good and evil. 

 

Possessions 

Traveling vestment, Nightgown, 5x mediocre rations, 1x small blank page book, ink, large sac, chalk, 

1GC  70SC 
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Tomas Nyberg 
created by: Vincent-Gabriel (Destroy1) 

Class: Wizard 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 90 

Size: 11 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 5 DEX 10 CON 6 INT 10 POW 10 WP 6 PER 5 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 30 MR 55 PsR 35 VR 35 DR 35 

 

Movement: 5 

Fatigue: 6 

 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

The Gift -2,  Natural Knowledge of a Path -3, Superior Magic Recovery (Tripled) -2, Oral Requirement 

+1, Require Gestures +1, Damned +2 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 60 Unarmed, 50 Quarterstaff 

Attack: 15 Quarterstaff 

Defense: 15 Quarterstaff 

Damage: 30 Quarterstaff 

Wear Armor: 0 

AT: / 

Magic : 

MA: 40 (Recovery 120) 

Zeon: 385 

Projection: 105 

 

Magical Path Levels: 

80 Creation, 50 Air, 40 Fire 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Composure 25, Withstand Pain 10, Notice 5, Memorize 20, Magic Appraisal 70, Medicine 25, Occult 

65, Science 25 

 

 

Description 

Tomas is a young genius of Lucrecio. While growing up in Du’Lucart, he already demonstrated great 

potential for the occult arts, so even though he was a middle-class child, he was one of the lucky few 

to be personally hand-picked to study at the Great University.  

Very soon, Tomas noticed that his talent was by far greater than those of other students. However 

the more he revealed his talent and grew in knowledge the more he came to realize how unstable his 

magical powers were. 

With the help of one of his teachers, he managed to partially control it by using a special meditation 

technique for at least one hour per day. 

At first, it was a good solution, but Tomas soon noticed that he could no longer live without it. When 

he doesn't meditate, his condition became worse than before.  

Despite all this, Tomas is a good hearted person. Very brilliant, but also totally chaotic and absent 

minded. He can obsess over a single idea for three days and the second later have totally forgotten 

about it, as his attention flew elsewhere. This leaves him with very little notice to what is happening 

around him. A bit like a mad scientist, but a good one. 

 

Notes and Curiosities 

Tomas will always try to keep the following spells active at all times: Improve Restiances (+20), 

Damage Barrier (50), Perfect Shield (200 Resistance), Move (200 Pound). All of these would reduce 

his daily Zeon regeneration to 60. 



 

 

Damned: The curse is of Tomas is very unique. It is evident that he was gifted with high

and potential, however it also cursed him, for he feel

flow of life than any human should. 

Every day, he has to meditate and focus his inner energies for one hour. If he doesn’t

spells holds great risk for him. Tomas usually meditates soon after waking up. The longer he is awake 

without this focus, the harder it is for him to use his magical powers.

 

In game terms, Tomas has to spend one hour every day doing not

concentrate. If he doesn’t, in addition to the usual effects of the “Addiction or Serious Vice” 

Disadvantage, the following restrictions apply to his magical abilities:

∞ Daily spells will wither and loose power, and will eventual

cost him their daily Zeon

∞ Every spell will be cast with one to four Added Effects. If Tomas doesn’t have enough Zeon to 

cast them, the spell will fail and he loses one point of Fatigue for every Added Effect he

not pay for. 

∞ The longer the day moves on, the harder it becomes for Tomas to concentrate. If he doesn’t 

meditate, his Magic Projection becomes imprecise.

Decision over the exact numbers and extent of failure 

  

 

Possessions 

A few clothes, food for one week, a quarterstaff, Oil lamp

writing utensils, a cross, 1 GC 20 SC

  

 

The curse is of Tomas is very unique. It is evident that he was gifted with high

ever it also cursed him, for he feels much more connected to the wake and the 

human should. Therefore, his magic is much more unstable than usual.

Every day, he has to meditate and focus his inner energies for one hour. If he doesn’t

spells holds great risk for him. Tomas usually meditates soon after waking up. The longer he is awake 

without this focus, the harder it is for him to use his magical powers.  

In game terms, Tomas has to spend one hour every day doing nothing but sit in silen

concentrate. If he doesn’t, in addition to the usual effects of the “Addiction or Serious Vice” 

Disadvantage, the following restrictions apply to his magical abilities: 

and loose power, and will eventually dissolve completely. They will 

daily Zeon cost. 

Every spell will be cast with one to four Added Effects. If Tomas doesn’t have enough Zeon to 

cast them, the spell will fail and he loses one point of Fatigue for every Added Effect he

The longer the day moves on, the harder it becomes for Tomas to concentrate. If he doesn’t 

meditate, his Magic Projection becomes imprecise. 

Decision over the exact numbers and extent of failure should be decided by the Game Master

week, a quarterstaff, Oil lamp with oil to refill, a few blanket

GC 20 SC 
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The curse is of Tomas is very unique. It is evident that he was gifted with high magic skill 

much more connected to the wake and the 

, his magic is much more unstable than usual. 

Every day, he has to meditate and focus his inner energies for one hour. If he doesn’t do this, casting 

spells holds great risk for him. Tomas usually meditates soon after waking up. The longer he is awake 

hing but sit in silence and 

concentrate. If he doesn’t, in addition to the usual effects of the “Addiction or Serious Vice” 

completely. They will still 

Every spell will be cast with one to four Added Effects. If Tomas doesn’t have enough Zeon to 

cast them, the spell will fail and he loses one point of Fatigue for every Added Effect he could 

The longer the day moves on, the harder it becomes for Tomas to concentrate. If he doesn’t 

be decided by the Game Master 

, a few blankets, paper and 
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Kaerian Slayne 
created by: Alberto (Planeswalker) 

Class: Warlock 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 75 

Size: 10 

Appearance: 10 

 

Characteristics 

STR 6 AGI 9 DEX 7 CON 4 INT 9 POW 10 WP 8 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 25 MR 45 PsR 40 VR 25 DR 25 

 

Movement: 9 

Fatigue: 4 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

The Gift -2, Ambidextrous -1, Elemental Unbalance (Air) -1, Natural Power -1, Immunity to Pain and 

Fatigue -1, Serious Phobia (Thunder&Lightning) +1, Damned +2 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 40 Unarmed, 20 Dual Longswords 

Attack: 60/50 Dual Longswords 

Defense: 80 Dual Longswords, 20 Dodge 

Damage: 55/55 Dual Longswords 

Wear Armor: 5 

AT: Armored Longcoat (Cut 1, Imp 0,  Thr 2, 

Heat 1, Elec 2, Cold 2, Ene 0) 

Magic : 

MA: 30 (Recovery 30) // 50 (Air Magic) 

Zeon: 480 

Projection: 10 Offensive / 75 Defensive 

 

Magical Path Levels and Spells: 

30 Air, Igneous Weapon (Fire 26 [-6]), 4 Unused 

 

Modules 

Magic Projection as a Defense 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 30, Athleticism 15, Ride 12, Swim 12, Climb 15, Jump 10, Composure 12, Withstand Pain 

12, Notice 10, Search 7, Track 7, Animals 12, Science 12, Herbal Lore 12, History 12, Medicine 15, 

Occult 12, Magic Appraisal 25, Persuasion 15, Style 17, Hide 10, Stealth 12, Sleight of Hand 12 

 

Description 

Kaerian Slayne is thirty years old, healthy, slim and nimble, with piercing, honey colored eyes and 

shock white hair. He conducts himself with nonchalance and elegance and keeps his appearance well 

groomed. That is what is visible on the outside. His real life is something entirely else. 

Because Kaerian Slayne is also a man on the run. Always one step ahead of perdition, constantly 

looking for an answer, for a way out of his endless flight. 

Not that it always was like that, mind you. 

Kaerian used to live an easy life. He was a promising sorcerer apprentice, like his beautiful bride. 

They led a peaceful life in a small hamlet, under the patronage of an elderly wizard. There they 

helped the villagers in subtle ways, and secretly furthered their mastery of the arcane. 

But now, he is forced to escape everyday from an unknown pursuer who is intent on taking his life. 

He once survived very narrowly an encounter with its abhorrent supernatural power, and now it 

chases him wherever he goes. It finds him every time. No matter how well he hides, how far he 

goes... Slayne can’t catch a breath... even in his sleep! 

It all began a stormy night. Awakened by sudden thunder, he found himself alone in their bed. 

Intrigued, he searched the house... From there, it all goes blank. All he can remember of that night 

are but flashes of horror. He can remember his master’s mangled corpse. He can remember the 

figure of his bride, fleeing in the distance, her silhouette against the sudden-white sky. The rolling 



 

sound of thunder. But most of all, he remembers his encounter with... ‘It’. It was a moment of 

utmost terror. He still feels it, even if he doesn’t understand why; he kno

than death. 

He ran, and never looked back. 

Since then, he flees, and It pursues, slowly but tirelessly. Every night his dreams take him to an 

unknown world, where It hunts on, and the sound of thunder comes with It. 

Kaerian pushes onward, despite the exhaustion, despite the terror. He endlessly seeks his bride, 

looking for any clue that lets him understand his situation, before he finally tumbles, all strength 

spent... 

Kaerian Slayne has always been a cheerful and likable man, gentl

Strangely, his escape hasn’t changed him much, but he has since developed some sarcastic traits, 

understandably. 

His love for his bride is bomb-proof, but still he loves a little flirt here and there, knowing that he 

won’t be able to stay for long. 

Being the nice guy he is, he’s always helpful of those around him and doesn’t like to hurt anyone. 

However, the dire strait he’s in has driven a dark determination in him. If he sets himself to 

something, nothing will stand in hi

though. 

He’s a cultivated man, having at least a smattering of knowledge in every field. He wasn’t afraid of 

anything, but thunder and lightning have been carved into his subconscious self and 

him. 

Slayne is an accomplished fighter. He is used to wielding dual swords, but won’t do so without good 

reason. He makes use of his natural nimbleness and Air Magic prowess to gain positional advantage 

over the opposition. Only when things 

favorite trick of his is setting his blades aflame, which is usually enough to drive most common folk 

away in fear. 

 

Notes and Curiosities 

Damned: Kaerian is on the run 

all the time. Whatever It is, it 

will hunt him for the rest of his 

life, or until he is able to defeat 

it. He can’t stay in one place for 

too long and there’s a chance 

that when he dreams, he is 

caught in the Wake. The full 

extent of this Disadvantage 

must be determined by the 

Game Master. 

In the addendum, you can find 

the Tech Tree “ASAP”, which 

was developed for Kaerian to 

use on a later level. 

 

 

Possessions 

Nothing of real value, expect for: Two changes of travel clothes, two longswords, his magic diaries, 

food for two days and some coin

 

  

sound of thunder. But most of all, he remembers his encounter with... ‘It’. It was a moment of 

utmost terror. He still feels it, even if he doesn’t understand why; he knows It spells doom worse 

 

Since then, he flees, and It pursues, slowly but tirelessly. Every night his dreams take him to an 

unknown world, where It hunts on, and the sound of thunder comes with It.  

onward, despite the exhaustion, despite the terror. He endlessly seeks his bride, 

looking for any clue that lets him understand his situation, before he finally tumbles, all strength 

Kaerian Slayne has always been a cheerful and likable man, gentle and with a good sense of humor. 

Strangely, his escape hasn’t changed him much, but he has since developed some sarcastic traits, 

proof, but still he loves a little flirt here and there, knowing that he 

Being the nice guy he is, he’s always helpful of those around him and doesn’t like to hurt anyone. 

However, the dire strait he’s in has driven a dark determination in him. If he sets himself to 

something, nothing will stand in his way. Usually, he just sets himself to escape and stay alive, 

He’s a cultivated man, having at least a smattering of knowledge in every field. He wasn’t afraid of 

anything, but thunder and lightning have been carved into his subconscious self and 

Slayne is an accomplished fighter. He is used to wielding dual swords, but won’t do so without good 

reason. He makes use of his natural nimbleness and Air Magic prowess to gain positional advantage 

over the opposition. Only when things get rough and serious, does he whip out his Fire Magic. A 

favorite trick of his is setting his blades aflame, which is usually enough to drive most common folk 

: Kaerian is on the run 

it 

will hunt him for the rest of his 

life, or until he is able to defeat 

it. He can’t stay in one place for 

too long and there’s a chance 

that when he dreams, he is 

caught in the Wake. The full 

extent of this Disadvantage 

must be determined by the 

In the addendum, you can find 

the Tech Tree “ASAP”, which 

was developed for Kaerian to 

 

Nothing of real value, expect for: Two changes of travel clothes, two longswords, his magic diaries, 

e coin 
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sound of thunder. But most of all, he remembers his encounter with... ‘It’. It was a moment of 
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Since then, he flees, and It pursues, slowly but tirelessly. Every night his dreams take him to an 

onward, despite the exhaustion, despite the terror. He endlessly seeks his bride, 

looking for any clue that lets him understand his situation, before he finally tumbles, all strength 

e and with a good sense of humor. 

Strangely, his escape hasn’t changed him much, but he has since developed some sarcastic traits, 

proof, but still he loves a little flirt here and there, knowing that he 

Being the nice guy he is, he’s always helpful of those around him and doesn’t like to hurt anyone. 

However, the dire strait he’s in has driven a dark determination in him. If he sets himself to 

s way. Usually, he just sets himself to escape and stay alive, 

He’s a cultivated man, having at least a smattering of knowledge in every field. He wasn’t afraid of 

anything, but thunder and lightning have been carved into his subconscious self and now terrorise 

Slayne is an accomplished fighter. He is used to wielding dual swords, but won’t do so without good 

reason. He makes use of his natural nimbleness and Air Magic prowess to gain positional advantage 

get rough and serious, does he whip out his Fire Magic. A 

favorite trick of his is setting his blades aflame, which is usually enough to drive most common folk 

Nothing of real value, expect for: Two changes of travel clothes, two longswords, his magic diaries, 
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Mihaela Tomescu 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Illusionist 

 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 75 

Size: 10 

Appearance: 8 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 8 DEX 6 CON 5 INT 10 POW 10 WP 8 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 30 MR 55 PsR 40 VR 30 DR 30 

 

Movement: 8 

Fatigue: 5 

 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

The Gift -2, Superior Magic Recovery (2) -2, Natural Knowledge of a Path (Darkness) -1, Vulnerable to 

Heat +1, Easily Possessed +1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 40 Unarmed 

Attack: 5 Unarmed 

Defense: 10 Dodge 

Wear Armor: 5 

AT: / 

Magic : 

MA: 30 (Recovery 90) 

Zeon: 310 

Projection: 85 

 

Magical Path Levels: 

40 Darkness, 50 Illusion 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Acrobatics 30, Sleight of Hand 30, Dance 20, Notice 20, Search 20, Persuasion 50, Disguise 20, Hide 

25, Stealth 40, History (Tales of the Zinner) 60, Occult 30, Magic Appraisal 35 

 

 

Description 

Mihaela grew up in a small Zigeuner village deep inside the mystical forests of Moth. She never knew 

her father, and her mother died shortly after she was born. As is the custom among the Zigeuner, she 

was brought up by the people of the village, who taught her many skills. 

When she was nine years old, Mihaela got lost in the forest while she and her friends were gathering 

mushrooms. The villagers searched for two days but there was no trace of her. 

Almost a year later, when they had already proclaimed her dead, she reappeared near the village, 

pale and malnourished, but otherwise unharmed. She couldn’t remember anything that had 

happened in the time when she was gone, except for a choir of voices singing in a language unknown 

to her. 

The villagers were happy to have her back, but soon, inexplicable things started to happen. When 

Mihaela sat at a fire, bright lights began to dance around the flames. When she fell asleep at night, 

the shadows in the village grew darker.  

After a while, the village elders convinced the girl that it would be best for everyone if she left her 

home for a while. 

The truth is that the young girl had been taken by an unknown but very powerful creature of the 

Wake, which fuelled her natural Gift and made her attuned to darkness and illusions.  



 

So for the last ten years, Mihaela has 

travelled the Old Continent with many 

Zigeuner clans and circuses. Over the 

years, she has been taught by many 

different teachers. Some of them 

recognized her unusual powers as 

magic and helped her refine her 

control over it. They could never heal 

the damage done by her unknown 

kidnapper, and her mind is still unable 

to withstand the control supernatural 

powers have over her. She also never

managed to adapt to warmer climates 

and she feels uneasy when it is too 

warm outside. 

A beautiful young woman of 19, 

Mihaela is now ready to take on the 

world on her own. She is skilled in the 

art of subterfuge and fuels these skills 

with magical spells. She also loves to 

dress up as a clown or trickster to 

enhance her performances even 

further. 

But the creature that gave her her 

powers might return any day, to reap 

what it had sewn so many years ago.

 

 

 

 

Possessions 

A small selection of outfits and make

for a couple of days, a small backpack with some fake amulets and items for trade, 20 SC
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sy when it is too 

A beautiful young woman of 19, 

Mihaela is now ready to take on the 

world on her own. She is skilled in the 

art of subterfuge and fuels these skills 

She also loves to 

dress up as a clown or trickster to 

her performances even 

But the creature that gave her her 

powers might return any day, to reap 

what it had sewn so many years ago.  

A small selection of outfits and make-up for performances and disguises, casual clothing, wild food 

for a couple of days, a small backpack with some fake amulets and items for trade, 20 SC
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up for performances and disguises, casual clothing, wild food 

for a couple of days, a small backpack with some fake amulets and items for trade, 20 SC 
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Stefania Arcs 
created by: Vincent-Gabriel (Destroy1) 

Class: Wizard Mentalist 

 

 
 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 75 

Size: 9 

Appearance: 8 

 

Characteristics 

STR 4 AGI 5 DEX 10 CON 5 INT 10 POW 8 WP 10 PER 5 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 65 MR 90 PsR 85 VR 65 DR 70 

 

Movement: 5 

Fatigue: 5 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Nephilim Sylvain, Free Access to any Psychic Discipline -2, The Gift -2, Natural Knowledge of a Path 

(Destruction) -1, Elan (60): Mikael -3, Addiction (Pain) +1, Psychic Consumption +2, Damned +2 

 

Combat: 

Init: 60 Unarmed, 60 Dagger 

Attack: 15 Dagger 

Defense: 15 Dagger 

Wear Armor: -5 

AT:  / 

 

Magic 

MA: 40 (40 Recovery) 

Zeon: 260 

Projection: 75 

Psychic 

Psychic Potential: 80 

Projection: 50 

Free PP: 2 

 

Psychic Disciplines and Powers: 

Telepathy: Mental Restraint, Psychic Illusion, 

Mind Reading, Mental Research, Area 

 

Magical Path Levels: 

80 Destruction, 10 Light 
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Special Powers 

Gifts of Mikael (Elan 60): Eliminate Disease, Keeping in the World, Heavenly Resistance, Aura, Miracle 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Composure 20, Withstand Pain 45, Notice 20, Search 10, Magic Appraisal 25, Occult 30  

 

 

Description 

Stefania has a very, very strong belief in God and the Church. Born from a nobility house in the 

principality of Moth she was aware of all the local myths and learned to pay attention and do all she 

can to avoid the evil eye 

Nevertheless she soon discovered her talent and the terrible power it gave her. Fearing that the 

demons were tempting her she did all she could to help others and control her power, praying as 

much as she could. 

And as time went on, she could tell bad from good just by looking into people’s hearts, as she calls it. 

It was for that reason that she once saw a strange man with a very dark aura. She followed him to try 

and understand what he came there to do and before she knew it everything went very wrong.  

People started disappearing and Stefania knew that in order to help them, she would have to face 

the man. The battle was very quick as he never expected a small girl to destroy all his magic and 

finish him with a simple dagger. 

Stefania later learned that the man had been a rogue mage from the Order of Yehuda. Nevertheless, 

she felt very bad for what she had done, even though she knew it had been necessary. In her self-

loathing, she turned to pain and inflicted herself with a terrible wound as punishment. 

Eventually, she was able to heal, but the healing process was long and she only just recovered. 

 

Notes and Curiosities 

The curse of Stefania has a rare and unusual origin, as it was her own wish, her own prayer and her 

only desire. 

Gifted as she was, but deeply afraid of her own power she prayed day and night to the Archangel 

Mikael to help her with her powers, so that she would never harm anyone. That if she would ever 

use her powers to kill, whether her intentions are good or bad, her strength would be permanently 

diminished. Only if she was to redeem herself through self-punishment would her powers return to 

her. 

And in her love and symbiosis with Stefania, the Bery Mikael answered her prayers with this terrible 

curse of salvation. 

 

In game terms, for every living being Stefania kills, she will suffer a -20 All Actions Penalty until she 

suffers damage equivalent to the Presence of her victims. This damage must be dealt to her outside of 

combat, but not necessarily by herself. The penalty is cumulative, but cannot be greater than -100. 

If her actions lead to the death of several people at once, the amount of damage should be 

determined by the Game Master. 

 

Possessions 

Several changes of clothes, a horse, 2 Daggers, Hook, a pair of cuffs, a whip, a gagball, 30m decent 

rope, oil lamp with oil for refills, a cross necklace, a few blankets, a fake luck pendant, 55 GC 
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Martine Vespasian 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Wizard Mentalist 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 75 

Size: 9 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 6 DEX 9 CON 5 INT 9 POW 10 WP 9 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 15 MR 55 PsR 40 VR 30 DR 30 

 

Movement: 6 

Fatigue: 5 

 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Access to One Psychic Discipline -1, The Gift -2, Aptitude in a Field (Creative) -2, Psychic Inclination -2, 

Vulnerable to Pain +1, Physical Weakness +1, Psychic Consumption +2 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 60 Unarmed 

Attack: 10 Unarmed 

Block: 10 Unarmed 

Wear Armor: 0 

AT:  / 

 

Magic 

MA: 30 (30 Recovery) 

Zeon: 385 

Projection: 65/25 

 

Magical Path Levels: 

40 Darkness 

Psychic 

Psychic Potential: 70 

Projection: 65 

Innate Slots: 1 

Total PP: 10 

Free PP: 0 

 

Psychic Disciplines and Powers: 

Sentience: Intensify Feelings, Detect Feelings, 

Create Feelings 

Matrix Powers: Destroy Matrices 

 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Style 40, Notice 10, Search 10, Art 45, Dance 45, Music 85 (Singing), Sleight of Hand 15, Magic 

Appraisal 30, Memorize 20, Occult 25, Composure 15  

 

 

Description 

At the end of darkness there must be light. Martine always felt that no matter how hard her life was, 

she knew that there would be better times ahead, some day. Martine had to fight all her life. As a 

child, she was weak and sick and she spent the first few years of her life in bed, locked up in her 

room for her own safety. And in the solitude of the night, she began to form the shadows around her 

to share her thoughts and dreams. 

 

No one believed her when she spoke of her companions at night, and the girl could sense the 

disbelief and mockery in the minds of her family. 

 

As she grew older, she learned to control her powers over minds and shadows even more. And with 

control over darkness, came control over sickness. Her health got drastically better, although her 



 

body never really managed to balance all the powers inside of her. She still often gets sick and if she 

loses control over her mind, she suffers horribl

 

As a child, Martine often made up stories for her and the shadows, and when she was eighteen years 

old, she left her home to become an actress in Chaville, the capital of her home provinciality Gabriel. 

Soon, Martine was known in the whole

audience know that she often enhanced her acting by influencing their minds to intensify and change 

their feelings. 

 

Even though no one ever understood what was really 

happening, Martine knew that this wouldn’t be forever. 

She often travels to other large cities and works at many 

different theaters to decrease the chances of getting 

caught. 

 

She is generally a happy person, always eager to share 

some stories of her life, sometimes true, somet

up. She only ever becomes sad when she is sick, because it 

reminds her of the loneliness of her childhood.

 

Notes and Curiosities 

Martine likes to wear masks and wide, flowing gowns 

during her performances, to hide her face and body in 

case she suffers the backlash of her powers.

 

Possessions 

Several changes of clothes, several masks, good food for a 

few days, a backpack with some personal items, a diary, a 

first aid kit, a pendant for good luck and health, 90GC

 

  

body never really managed to balance all the powers inside of her. She still often gets sick and if she 

loses control over her mind, she suffers horrible consequences. 

As a child, Martine often made up stories for her and the shadows, and when she was eighteen years 

old, she left her home to become an actress in Chaville, the capital of her home provinciality Gabriel. 

Soon, Martine was known in the whole city for her dramatic and gripping performances. Little did her 

audience know that she often enhanced her acting by influencing their minds to intensify and change 

Even though no one ever understood what was really 

w that this wouldn’t be forever. 

She often travels to other large cities and works at many 

different theaters to decrease the chances of getting 

She is generally a happy person, always eager to share 

some stories of her life, sometimes true, sometimes made 

up. She only ever becomes sad when she is sick, because it 

reminds her of the loneliness of her childhood. 

Martine likes to wear masks and wide, flowing gowns 

during her performances, to hide her face and body in 

uffers the backlash of her powers. 

Several changes of clothes, several masks, good food for a 

few days, a backpack with some personal items, a diary, a 

first aid kit, a pendant for good luck and health, 90GC 
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body never really managed to balance all the powers inside of her. She still often gets sick and if she 

As a child, Martine often made up stories for her and the shadows, and when she was eighteen years 

old, she left her home to become an actress in Chaville, the capital of her home provinciality Gabriel. 

city for her dramatic and gripping performances. Little did her 

audience know that she often enhanced her acting by influencing their minds to intensify and change 
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Emma Major 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Summoner 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 75 

Size: 9 

Appearance: 7 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 8 DEX 8 CON 5 INT 9 POW 10 WP 9 PER 5 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 30 MR 55 PsR 40 VR 30 DR 30 

 

Movement: 8 

Fatigue: 5 

 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

The Gift -2, Ancient Blood -2, Superior Magic Recovery (Doubled) -1, Require Gestures +1, Slow 

Healer +1 

 

 

Magic : 

MA: 20 (Recovery 40) 

Zeon: 535 

Projection: 20 

 

Summon: 125 

Control: 60 

Bind: 85 

Banish: 25 

Combat: 

Init: 45 Unarmed 

Attack: 10 Unarmed 

Defense: 30 Dodge 

Wear Armor: 0 

AT:  

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Ride 15, Swim 15, Notice 15, Search 10, History (of the Empire of Solomon) 55, Magic Appraisal 35, 

Memorize 15, Occult 40, Science 40 

 

 

Description 

The mystical invocations called Arcana and the forgotten techno-magic of the Lost Logias of Solomon 

are sources of unbelievable powers. It is bitter irony that these two forces, previously unconnected, 

would converge over a young girl and change her life forever. 

The orphan girl Emma Major had been raised in a small, secluded village in Abel by caring foster 

parents. Strange things had always happened around Emma. Objects would fall apart when she 

touched them and other kids became sick when they played with her. 

On the night of her ninth birthday, her latent magical powers came to life when she had a terrible 

nightmare. When she awoke, an old man clad in tattered dark robes greeted her. He spoke in a deep 

voice and asked her to use her powers again. Frightened and confused, Emma managed to open her 

mind again. Sparks flew from her body and strange metal formations erupted from the ground. 

Outside, black storm clouds gathered over her house. 

From the ground sprang a metal-clad giant, easily towering over the small town cottages. With a 

primal scream, it began to obliterate the village. That night, the creature murdered everyone in the 

village. But when its huge fist was about to strike the tiny form of Emma, it hesitated. 

Within the girl, the combat golem recognized the Ancient Blood of its masters and when Emma 

screamed at it to go away, it did so, fleeing into the mountains. 



 

 

Notes and Curiosities 

Unconsciously, Emma has sealed a pact with the Magician Reversed. When she uses the p

the Arcana, he appears as a shifting and moving technical construct that strikes her target with an 

energy discharge. Now that she has studied the Arcana a little more, Emma believes this

manifestation to be some form of mock display of respect fr

 

Possessions 

Several changes of clothes for different occasions, some historical books, good quality rations for two 

weeks, a horse, 12 GC 

 

 

  

The old man, who was actually 

the avatar of the dark Arcana of 

the Magician Reversed, 

begrudgingly agr

Emma from then on.

The young girl was eventually 

found by a travelling merch

who saved her and 

with him to Ilmora.

 

Many years later, Emma was 

contacted by agents of the 

Magus Order who promised to 

train her to help

powers. 

Emma Major is now a young 

woman of 20

learning how to us

by searching for many different 

teachers all over the world, 

trying to figure out what to do 

with her unusual combination of 

gifts. 

 

 

 

Unconsciously, Emma has sealed a pact with the Magician Reversed. When she uses the p

shifting and moving technical construct that strikes her target with an 

energy discharge. Now that she has studied the Arcana a little more, Emma believes this

to be some form of mock display of respect from one quasi divine power to another.

Several changes of clothes for different occasions, some historical books, good quality rations for two 
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The old man, who was actually 

the avatar of the dark Arcana of 

the Magician Reversed, 

begrudgingly agreed to serve 

Emma from then on. 

The young girl was eventually 

found by a travelling merchant 

who saved her and brought her 

with him to Ilmora. 

Many years later, Emma was 

contacted by agents of the 

Magus Order who promised to 

train her to help her control her 

Emma Major is now a young 

20 years. She is still 

learning how to use her powers 

by searching for many different 

teachers all over the world, 

trying to figure out what to do 

with her unusual combination of 

Unconsciously, Emma has sealed a pact with the Magician Reversed. When she uses the powers of 

shifting and moving technical construct that strikes her target with an 

energy discharge. Now that she has studied the Arcana a little more, Emma believes this 

om one quasi divine power to another. 

Several changes of clothes for different occasions, some historical books, good quality rations for two 
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Gief of Olafer 
created by: Smilingknight 

Class: Warrior Summoner 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 135 

Size: 22 

Appearance: 4 

 

Characteristics 

STR 10 AGI 4 DEX 9 CON 10 INT 5 POW 9 WP 6

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Jayan Nephilim, Quick Reflexes (+25) 

Insufferable +1 

 

 

Magic : 

MA: 20 (Recovery 20) 

Zeon: 225 

Projection: 10 

 

Summon: 15 

Control: 

Bind: 90 

Banish: 15 

Combat:

Init: 

Attack: 

Defense: 

Damage: 35 (Impact

Wear Armor: 10

AT: 

 

 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Feats of Strength 40, Notice 20, Occult 13, 

Jump 20, Withstand Pain 20, Composure 15

 

 

 

Description 

There are very few places that a Nephl

finds acceptance. There's only one where 

they are proud: The Olafer Bastion of 

Hendell in the Icy Barrens. In Olafer they 

take pride in their giants! They are elite 

soldiers of King Sterki! 

 

Well except for Gief. Nobody really li

Gief. He's kind of a jerk.  

He's always been kind of a bully, and never 

learned proper fighting with a sword. He 

brags that he can take down anyone with 

just his bare hands. And the jerk i

right. 

 

STR 10 AGI 4 DEX 9 CON 10 INT 5 POW 9 WP 6 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30)

PhR 60 MR 30 PsR 35 VR 

 

Movement: 4 

Fatigue: 11 

 

+25) -1, See Supernatural -1, Regeneration (Advanced) 

Combat: 

Init: 75 Unarmed 

Attack: 100 Grappling 

Defense: 50 Unarmed 

Damage: 35 (Impact) 

Wear Armor: 10 

AT: Fur Shirt (Cut 2, Impact 1, Thrust 2, Heat 1, Elec 2, Cold 2, Ene 0)

 

Feats of Strength 40, Notice 20, Occult 13, 

Jump 20, Withstand Pain 20, Composure 15 

There are very few places that a Nephlim 

s only one where 

The Olafer Bastion of 

Hendell in the Icy Barrens. In Olafer they 

take pride in their giants! They are elite 

Well except for Gief. Nobody really likes 

He's always been kind of a bully, and never 

learned proper fighting with a sword. He 

brags that he can take down anyone with 

just his bare hands. And the jerk is usually 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

VR 45 DR 45 

1, Regeneration (Advanced) -2, 

Fur Shirt (Cut 2, Impact 1, Thrust 2, Heat 1, Elec 2, Cold 2, Ene 0) 
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Gief is also kind of weird. He says he sees things. All the Giants see ghosts, but Gief says he can trap 

them. Hold a ghost? How dumb is that?  

 

Most Jayan from Olafer don't cut their horns off and are proud of them and except for a little trim, 

neither does Gief, which is one of the reasons people dislike him on sight. Of course once he opens 

his mouth people dislike him anyway. 

 

 

Notes and Curiosities 

Gief is all about wrestling! He rushes in, usually taking hits just to get his hands on his enemy. 

Depending on how well he manages to grab someone, he either keeps his grip while attacking and 

going for a choke hold, or he'll throw them.  

 

In game terms, Gief uses the Trapping rules from both the core book and the GM toolkit 

 

As to his Summoning abilities, he's only met ghosts and they aren't very fun. They aren't even any 

use, they just hang around him because he can see them. 

 

So he binds them in things around, and then he just forgets about them. Sometime later, they 

eventually get released, but he's gone by then. 

 

Maybe he could be convinced to keep a creature, but it would have to be pretty awesome.  

 

As a Jayan, he sees spirits with his "third eye". In his summoning rituals, he'll close his eyes to focus 

on the creature. 

 

 

Possessions 

Fur Armor, 2 changes of winter clothes, a week’s worth of food, a small tent, oil lamp, blanket in a 

backpack, 50 SC 
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Karina Gestalt 
created by: Dave (Raybras) 

Class: Mentalist 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 115 

Size: 12 

Appearance: 9 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 6 DEX 8 CON 8 INT 8 POW 8 WP 10 PER 6 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 40 MR 40 PsR 45 VR 40 DR 40 

 

Movement: 6 

Fatigue: 8 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Free Access to any Psychic Discipline -1, Elan (25): Jedah -1, Charm -1, Cowardice +1 

 

 

Psychic: 

Psychic Potential: 80 

Projection: 100 

Innate Slots: 2 

Total PP: 18 

Free PP: 2 

 

Psychic Disciplines and Powers: 

Telepathy: Mental Restraint, Mind Reading 

Sentience: Sense Feelings, Intensify Feelings 

Combat: 

Init: 60 Unarmed 

Attack: 10 Unarmed 

Defense: 10 Unarmed 

 

 

 

Special Powers: 

Gifts of Jedah (Elan 25): The Gift of Politics 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Notice 20, Search 10, Appraisal 20, Memorize 20, History (Politics) 60, Intimidate 35, Leadership 60*. 

Persuasion 70*, Hide 15 

 

*Elan powers active 
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Description 

Born in a world of politics, Karina was raised to follow in her father's footsteps. Her family has a long 

line of politicians and manipulators within the political world, most of them corrupt and crooked. 

 

At a young age, Karina discovered that she has a power to read the uppermost thoughts of those 

surrounding her, as well as sense their feelings. While growing up, she figured these powers were 

given to her so she can get whatever she wanted. 

 

When she is in want or need of something, whether important or not, she has no qualm in using her 

charm, knowledge and powers for her benefit. 

 

She is far from a fighter and thus avoids all physical conflict when possible, up to the point of 

persuading others to help her get away.  

 

Whimsical as she is, she is still uncertain as to whether she will follow her father's footsteps in 

politics or travel and do what she pleases. 

 

Possessions 

Assorted clothes, Good Perfume, Earrings, 100 GC 
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Jana Konrad 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Warrior Mentalist 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 80 

Size: 10 

Appearance: 9 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 8 DEX 10 CON 5 INT 6 POW 9 WP

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Access to One Psychic Discipline (Energy) 

Talented -1, Free Will -1 

 

 

Combat: 

Init: 20 Composite Bow, 70 Unarmed

Attack: 70 Composite Bow 

Block: 65 Unarmed 

Damage: 10 Unarmed, 40 Arrow

Wear Armor: 5 

AT:  / 

 

Modules: 

Different Type: Composite Bow 

 

 

Psychic 

Psychic Potential: 60 

Projection: 15 (65/60) 

Innate Slots: 1 

Total PP: 7 

Free PP: 1 

 

Psychic Disciplines and Powers: 

Energy: Energy Object Creation, Energy 

Discharge 

 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Ride 15, Swim 15, Leadership 15, Style 40, Notice 20, Search 10, Composure 15, Sleight of Hand 50, 

Hide 10, Stealth 25, Withstand Pain 25

 

 

Description 

Jana, first and only daughter of the Ea

learned to live with extremes from the moment she was born. While she was adored by her family 

and friends for her natural beauty, no one like to be in her company for long, including her paren

who always had different maids care for her most of the time. Strange things happened near the girl. 

STR 5 AGI 8 DEX 10 CON 5 INT 6 POW 9 WP 9 PER 7 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30)

PhR 30 MR 40 PsR 40 VR 30 DR 30

 

Movement: 8 

Fatigue: 5 

 

Access to One Psychic Discipline (Energy) -1, 

Unarmed 

 

 

 

Energy Object Creation, Energy 

Ride 15, Swim 15, Leadership 15, Style 40, Notice 20, Search 10, Composure 15, Sleight of Hand 50, 

Hide 10, Stealth 25, Withstand Pain 25 

Jana, first and only daughter of the Earl of Konrad, a small village in the north

learned to live with extremes from the moment she was born. While she was adored by her family 

and friends for her natural beauty, no one like to be in her company for long, including her paren

who always had different maids care for her most of the time. Strange things happened near the girl. 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 30 MR 40 PsR 40 VR 30 DR 30 

Ride 15, Swim 15, Leadership 15, Style 40, Notice 20, Search 10, Composure 15, Sleight of Hand 50, 

rl of Konrad, a small village in the north-east of Helena, has 

learned to live with extremes from the moment she was born. While she was adored by her family 

and friends for her natural beauty, no one like to be in her company for long, including her parents, 

who always had different maids care for her most of the time. Strange things happened near the girl. 
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Furniture would burst into flames and people would trip and fall when she looked at or touched 

them. No one really understood her powers, and her family tried to hide them from everyone else. 

 

On her 25th birthday, Konrad was attack by warriors of the Skuling clan of Goldar, and Jana’s father 

and the few soldiers under his command were killed. Jana, along with some of the villagers, managed 

to escape into the woods around the Deep Lake, while the Skuling took over their houses and forced 

those that couldn’t escape to cater to their needs. 

 

The survivors did not have any weapons, food or horses, and the next village was a two-week hike 

away. In this moment of utter desperation, where the other men already thought about turning 

themselves in, Jana finally decided to stop hiding. 

 

She led whoever wanted to join her in a hopeless attempt to regain their village. And against all odds, 

using her leadership skills and her supernatural powers, the Skuling warriors were driven away. 

 

However, when she was fighting against their leader, Jana unleashed a gigantic energy discharge that 

set several buildings on fire. 

 

The villagers, even more afraid of her than ever before, thanked her for her courage, but asked her 

to leave Konrad forever. 

 

Gathering her few possessions, Jana left to seek fortune in the world, hoping that someday, someone 

would appreciate her powers and the good she could do with them. 

 

Notes and Curiosities 

Jana employs her psychic powers to boost her natural fighting talent. If she encounters powerful 

enemies, she will try to use arrows shape of energy to attack with her powerful Composite Bow. 

And when she can no longer avoid hand to hand combat, she will use the same energy to block her 

enemies’ blows and strike back. 

 

Possessions 

Two changes of stylish clothes, travelling cloak, bedroll, a lamp, food for two weeks, Composite Bow, 

20 arrows, 12GC 
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Mina Varick 
created by: Dave (Raybras) 

Class: Freelancer 

 
Level: 1 

Life Points: 90 

Size: 11 

Appearance: 6 

 

Characteristics 

STR 5 AGI 6 DEX 8 CON 6 INT 8 POW 8 WP 10 PER 8 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 30) 

PhR 17 MR 40 PsR 45 VR 35 DR 35 

 

Movement: 6 

Fatigue: 6 

 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

Access to One Psychic Discipline (Psychokinesis) -1, Aptitude in a Field (Intellectual) -2, Natural 

Learner (Intellectual) -2, Sickly +1, Physical Weakness +1 

 

Combat: 

Init: 60 Dagger 

Attack: 10 Dagger 

Defense: 10 Dagger 

Damage 35 Dagger 

Wear Armor: 5 

AT:  / 

 

 

Psychic 

Psychic Potential: 80 

Projection: 80 

Innate Slots: 1 

Total PP: 9 

Free PP: 1 

 

Psychic Disciplines and Powers: 

Psychokinesis: Minor Psychokinesis, 

Psychokinetic Shield 

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Climb 10, Notice 20, Search 35, Animals 20, Appraisal 25, Memorize 40, Herbal Lore 40, History 45, 

Medicine 60, Occult 20, Science 30, Persuasion 15, Poisons 30, Art (Painting) 80 
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Description 

Being Born in Ilmora has granted Mina an opportunity of Learning, Art and Culture. Her family, little 

more than upper class, has provided her with some of the best education money has to offer. 

 

While growing up, she discovered that she has an unusual power to move things with her mind. She 

practiced in her room at night and even at the Grand Library when no one was looking, just to get a 

book she could barely reach. Mina is a shy girl, always trying not to draw attention to her, but her 

knowledge and education make her more than capable of defending her point and position. 

 

She would often be sick for a few days to several weeks, taking care of herself while her parents 

worked. During times like these, she would paint for hours, painting anything her imagination threw 

at her. Anything her parents or she did not wish to keep, they sold for extra income. 

 

Craving more and more knowledge, and some way to bolster her immunity to disease, she decided to 

travel the world in search of rare books, hidden knowledge and Medicinal herbs. Only a few days 

ago, she left her family behind with tears in her eyes, wishing them the best. 

 

Possessions 

Enough paint for 2 Paintings, Travel Clothes, Artist's clothes, Casual Clothes, Dagger, decent rations 

for 4 days, Backpack, Decent Perfume, 4 GC 
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Addendum – All that stuff
 

This is where it gets complicated

Welcome to the final chapter of the Character Guidebo

additional rules from books that have not been released in English yet, some Ki Technique Trees and 

two Summons for the characters in the Character Section.

Please keep in mind that, at the time of writing, Dominu

martial arts, is not released in English yet. All of the rules below were translated by fans of the Anima 

Roleplaying Game and are written down here without explicit permission of the creators. We 

recommend that you get the book as soon as it comes out. Any ruling that contradict something in 

here should override whatever we threw together.

Enjoy this last chapter of the Character Guidebook; see you soon in Volume Two.

 

 

  

All that stuff 

This is where it gets complicated 

Welcome to the final chapter of the Character Guidebook Volume One. In here, you will find some 

additional rules from books that have not been released in English yet, some Ki Technique Trees and 

two Summons for the characters in the Character Section. 

Please keep in mind that, at the time of writing, Dominus Exxet, the book that deals with Ki and 

martial arts, is not released in English yet. All of the rules below were translated by fans of the Anima 

Roleplaying Game and are written down here without explicit permission of the creators. We 

get the book as soon as it comes out. Any ruling that contradict something in 

here should override whatever we threw together.  

Enjoy this last chapter of the Character Guidebook; see you soon in Volume Two.

 

ok Volume One. In here, you will find some 

additional rules from books that have not been released in English yet, some Ki Technique Trees and 

s Exxet, the book that deals with Ki and 

martial arts, is not released in English yet. All of the rules below were translated by fans of the Anima 

Roleplaying Game and are written down here without explicit permission of the creators. We 

get the book as soon as it comes out. Any ruling that contradict something in 

Enjoy this last chapter of the Character Guidebook; see you soon in Volume Two. 
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AAddddiittiioonnaall  RRuulleess  
 

Negative Martial Knowledge 

Sometimes, a character will learn a technique or ability but won’t be able to understand it for a 

while. To represent this, a character can learn one ability or technique without having the necessary 

Martial Knowledge for it. The maximum negative Martial Knowledge is -50. 

For example, Kazuki Fujimoto, a technician from this book, has -30 MK to learn one of his techniques. 

He can learn the technique despite not having enough MK for it at level 1. However, the next 30 MK 

he gains must be spent on this technique. 

 

 

Superior Ki Healing 

This is the same as Ki Healing, but heals 5 LP for 1 generic Ki point. 

 

 

Dominion Techniques from Dominus Exxet 

The following techniques are from Dominus Exxet. We included their Ki and MK cost, but not their 

descriptions. Until we have access to that book, Game Masters have to make up for the missing 

information by themselves. 

 

Ormus Way of Meizo 
Libera Me 

Required MK: 45 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 4 

DEX – 5  

STR – 5  

POW – 5  

Effects: Indirect Attack, Hidden Attack (Very 

Hard), Increase Damage +25 (Vital Sacrifice) 

Shoryuzan 

Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 4 

DEX – 4  

Effects: Increased Initiative (+75), Combat 

Maneuvers (-25) 

Sanctus 
Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 4 

DEX – 5  

STR – 5  

POW – 5  

Effects: Energy Shield (400), Defense set to 180 

Fukuryuzan 
Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 4 

DEX – 4 

POW – 4 

Effects: Distance Attack (60 feet), Armor 

Destruction (-3 AT) 
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Kyrie Eleison 
Required MK: 75 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 9 

DEX – 9  

STR – 9 

POW – 9  

Effects: Precision Attack (-75), Critical 

Enhancement (+125 / automatic critical) 

Douryuzan 
Required MK: 50 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 7 

DEX – 7 

POW – 7 

Effects: Area Attack (75 feet), Impact 14, Attack 

+50; Ki Reduction (2), Exhaustion (+2) 

Dies Irae 

Required MK: 55 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 8 

DEX – 8  

WP – 8 

POW – 8  

Effects: Elemental Attack (Light), Supernatural 

Attack, Area Attack (150 feet), Attack +50 

 

Requiem 

Required MK: 110 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 10 

CON – 5  

DEX – 10 

STR – 10   

WP – 5 

POW – 10  

Effects: Limited Additional Attacks (+5 / 

Continuous Attack), Damage Multiplier (x2), 

Elemental Attack (Light) 

 

 

New Technique Effects 

Indirect Attack: The target of an indirect attack can’t counterattack, as the attack is not carried out 

directly by the technique user. Instead, the target is attack indirectly, for example by vines shooting 

out of the ground. 

Hidden Attack: The attack is hidden in some way. The target has to make a Notice check against the 

chosen difficulty or the Surprised modifier is applied. If the target has higher initiative, he can decide 

to watch out for attacks like this and reduces the difficulty by two levels. Someone who is subject to 

the same hidden attack twice can reduce the difficulty by one level. Once this second check is passed, 

you don’t apply the Surprised modifier again. 

Set Defense: This allows the user to substitute his defense for a certain value. For the duration of the 

technique, the result of any defensive roll is automatically set to this value. 

Reduction of Ki and Martial Knowledge: Ki and MK cost can be reduced by adding costs to one and 

removing them from another. The rules and limits to this are explained in detail in Dominus Exxet. 

Exhaustion: Using this technique requires the usage of a certain amount of Fatigue Points. 
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Ki Technique Trees 

On the next few pages, you can find several Ki techniques arranged in trees that are or could be used 

by characters from the Character Section. The first two are Gomakashi no arashi, which includes 

Techniques used by the Tao Yukiko Kaneko, and ASAP (As soon as possible), which was created to be 

used at some later point by the Warlock Kaerian Slayne. 

These techniques were created for certain characters, but you can use them for your game, or just 

draw some inspiration from them. 

 

Gomakashi no arashi ごまかしの嵐ごまかしの嵐ごまかしの嵐ごまかしの嵐 ASAP 
Möretsuna kasoku 

Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

DEX – 4 

AGI – 4  

CON – 5  

Effects: +75 Initiative, +1 Limited Additional 

Attacks 

The user of this technique leaves a blurry 

afterimage from where she was, and the 

unfortunate do not see that the strike is coming 

from below. After the 1st strike, the defender is 

usually open to a more complex series of attacks. 

They won’t know what hit ‘em 

Required MK: 30 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost – Maintenance 

AGI – 5 – 1  

DEX – 4 – 1 

Effects: Increased Initiative (+100), Maintained 

Technique 

The user of this technique is moving like a blur 

and opponents find it nearly impossible to act 

before him. 

Kaminari höden 
Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 4 

DEX – 4  

STR – 2  

POW – 2  

Effects: Elemental Attack (Electric), +40 Attack, 

+10 Damage 

The air is filled with static cling around the user 

the moment this has been unleashed. When 

unleashed, a yellow static jolt jumps from the 

user's weapon, electrocuting its target. 

Gone with the wind 
Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 4 

DEX – 4 

Effects: Automatic Transportation (800 feet) 

In the blink of an eye, the user of this technique 

vanishes into thin air and appears somewhere 

else. There is nothing flashy about it, but it 

happens quickly and in an instant. 

Jaakuna totsugeki 

Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 8 

DEX – 8  

CON – 4 

WP – 4  

Effects: +125 Initiative, +3 Limited Additional 

Attacks 

An improved version of Möretsuna Kasoku, only 

the more advanced combatants learn this. 

Moving so quickly, the opponent is caught by 

surprise most of the time, if not always, and 

making him open to a series of surprise attacks. 

Incessant Wind 

Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 7 

DEX – 7 

POW – 9  

Effects: +6 Limited Additional Attacks 

A flurry of blows is unleashed against the enemy. 

The hands of the user move so quickly that it 

looks like he is armed with hundreds of weapons. 
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Kaminari senshi 
Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 7 

DEX – 7  

STR – 4  

POW – 4 

WP – 2 

Effects: Elemental Attack (Electric), +90 Attack, 

+40 Damage 

An improved version of Kaminari Höden, usually 

used against the quicker opponents to send a 

shock to their nervous system, which would 

inevitably slow them down and sending them 

into a weakened state. The electrical puncture is 

very deadly to anyone, most certainly bringing 

you to the gates of death. 

Army of One 
Required MK: 50 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost – Maintenance  

AGI – 8 – 3  

DEX – 8 – 3  

POW – 8 – 3 

WP – 8 – 3  

Effects: Mirage (25 copies) 

Where only seconds before only one person was 

are now 26. Whoever is facing this technique is 

either overwhelmed by the sheer amount of new 

adversaries, or too confused to even consider 

following the only one that is running away real 

fast. 

Arashi no netsui 
Required MK: 80 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 15 

DEX – 15  

STR – 8  

POW – 10 

WP – 8 

CON – 8 

Effects: Elemental Attack (Electric), +90 Attack, 

+40 Damage, +5 Additional Attacks, 

Predetermination 

The ultimate Technique of Gomakashi no arashi, 

this technique melds the quick strikes and the 

electrical surge of the previously learned 

techniques, and turns it into a devastating 

combination, known as the Zeal of Storms. When 

one starts to concentrate on this technique, the 

body starts to fill with static cling, and when 

nearing the unleashing stage, small electrical 

jolts seem to go over the user’s body. 

Whirlwind Ultimatium 
Required MK: 60 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 9  

DEX – 9  

POW – 11 

WP – 10 

STR – 7  

Effects: Esoteric (Blind, PhR 140), Area Attack 

(50 feet), Armor Destruction (-8AT), No Damage 

The user of this technique unleashes a hurricane 

that sends high pressure blows against everyone 

around him. These attacks don’t do damage, but 

they pierce through armor and bite into faces, 

causing most of the targets to lose their sight for 

a while. 

Created by Dave (Raybras) Created by Alberto (Planeswalker) 
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- Master of the Elements – 

created by: Dave (Raybras) 

 

This extensive Tech Tree was created for one of the technicians in the Character Section. This tree 

can not only be used for that technician, it can be divided up into several smaller trees by adding a 

few additional techniques, or can be used the way it is. It could even be the basis of a whole school of 

elemental Ki warriors. 

Path of Unrelenting Wind Path of Steadfast Earth 
Gust Drive 

Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 4 

CON – 4  

Effects: Initiative +100 

Gust Drive makes the user's legs and arms seem 

to tremble in anticipation, enhancing your 

reaction for a short moment. 

Stoic Guard 

Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 4 

POW – 5 

DEX – 4 

Effects: Counterattack +40, Block +40 

The earth's power flows through the user. Using 

this Technique causes the sound of a cracking 

rock when an attack is blocked, causing a push-

back to occur, opening the attacker's defense. 

Gale Laceration 
Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 7 

CON – 7 

DEX – 7 

Effects: Limited Additional Attacks (+6) 

Gale Laceration causes the weapon of the user to 

move lightly on the wind, making it possible to 

strike often. 

Earthen Enticement 
Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 4 

STR – 4 

CON – 4 

WP – 4 

DEX – 5 

Effects: Counterattack +40, Elemental Attack 

(Earth), Trapping (14) 

The Earth's fury does not permit his followers to 

be assailed unattended. Lending it's might, the 

soil retaliates by changing into clay and clinging 

to the user's foes and binding them in place. 

Tempest Jolt 

Required MK: 60 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

AGI – 10 

CON – 10 

DEX – 10 

POW – 4 

WP – 10 

Effects: Additional Attacks (+5), Elemental Attack 

(Air), Initiative +50, Elemental Binding (Air) 

The weapon is imbued by the storms, striking 

swiftly and dangerously. Striking with this 

Technique causes rolling thunder to be heard, 

while also projecting lightning tendrils. 

Empowering Legacy 

Required MK: 60 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 6 

STR – 6 

CON – 6 

WP – 6 

Effects: Damage Multiplier (x4), 

Predetermination 

The Earth quakes of might in the face of 

adversaries. The legacy left by planet for those 

worthy unleashes a devastating strike by 

crushing them with earth from below and 

weapon from above. 
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Path of Consuming Flame Path of Illusory Water 
Devouring Inferno 
Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

STR – 4 

POW – 4  

Effects: Elemental Attack (Fire), Damage 

Augmentation (+50) 

An intense flame surrounds and coats the 

weapon, eating away at anything it comes into 

contact with. 

Piercing Cold 
Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 5 

CON – 5 

Effects: Long-Range Attack (150 feet), Elemental 

Attack (Water) 

Creates a globe of freezing in his palm and sends 

it at high-speed to a spot chosen at a distance. 

On impact, this globule of water splashes, wraps 

itself on whatever it hit and flash-freezes. 

The Sundering 

Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

STR – 8 

DEX – 8  

Effects: Armor Destruction (-7), Attack +50 

On contact with the foe, it feels as though armor 

is nonexistent, as though fire has chewed 

through it all and comes from within. 

Pure Reflection 

Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 5 

DEX – 5 

STR – 5 

WP – 5 

Effects: Attack Mirroring, Counterattack +40 

A mirror of water appears between the user and 

his enemies, throwing back any attack against it 

with quick bursts of icy water. 

Fragment Entitiy 
Required MK: 60 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 11 

STR – 11  

WP – 10 

CON – 10  

Effects: Critical Enhancement (+200 / Automatic 

Critical), Predetermination 

His Eyes flare red, while the weapon leaves a 

gleaming red after image as it swirls and lodges 

itself into his target, making a crimson mark 

upon where it hit causing severe pain. 

Blissful Sheen 
Required MK: 60 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 6 

DEX – 8 

STR – 8 

WP – 6 

AGI – 8 

Effects: Energy Shield (500), Limited Block +175 

The user is enveloped in a thick screen of swirling 

and gurgling water that shields him from 

attacks. 
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Path of Guiding Light Path of Corroding Shadows 
Spirit Door 
Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 5 

AGI – 3  

Effects: Intangibility, Automatic Transportation 

(60 feet) 

A quick Flash with a bluish white hue transports 

the user to a destination a short ways away, 

arriving with the same bluish white flash. 

Perforating Darkness 
Required MK: 20 Level: 1 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 5 

STR – 5  

Effects: Supernatural Attack, Armor Destruction 

(-3) 

Covers the weapon in a blanket of pure energy 

from surrounding shadows and fear, striking at 

existence itself. 

Radiant Volley 

Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 5 

WP – 5 

DEX – 5  

Effects: Area Attack (80 feet / Target Choice), 

Elemental Attack (Light) 

Bright stars seem to fall from the heavens, 

impacting exactly where the user designates, 

and thus avoiding those of his choice. 

Leeching Embrace 

Required MK: 40 Level: 2 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 10 

WP – 10 

DEX – 5  

Effects: Esoteric (Drain Life, PhR 180), Area 

Attack (15 feet) 

The shadows grow larger around the user, and 

anyone near him can feel the energy drained 

from their bodies. 

Ambrosial Aegis 
Required MK: 60 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost – Maintenance 

DEX – 6 – 2 

AGI – 8 – 4 

CON – 8 – 4 

POW – 8 – 4 

Effects: Additional Defense (Unlimited), Limited 

Block +50, Elemental Binding (Light), Maintained 

Technique 

3 Shield's come into existence, translucent to the 

eye, but very tangible. They move on their own 

to protect the one who summoned them. 

Nightmare Unleashed 
Required MK: 60 Level: 3 

Attribute – Ki Cost 

POW – 11 

STR – 11 

DEX – 11 

AGI – 11 

Effects: Elemental Attack (Darkness), Attack 

+200, Armor Destruction (-2) 

A gigantic, blackened pair of scissors, swirling 

with dark energy, materializes and cuts into the 

same target as the weapon of the user. 
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Kiboō no Hikari: Ray of Hope (Artifact)
 

Ray of Hope is a +10 Nodachi made of White Steel of Shivat. In addition to the normal bonuses 

conferred to a +10 quality weapon, it has the following abilities (all of these are already included in 

the character sheet of Oda Nobunaga in the character section):

∞ +1 Ki Accumulation bonus to DEX, AGI and POW

∞ -1 to the required STR to wield the weapon

∞ +20 to Initiative 

 

Before it came into the possession of the young girl Oda, it was wielded by her great

grandfather. 

In the beginning Oda only had a sword like any other ronin would have, which already meant an 

exceptional weapon. The guard was decorated with a dark gold, lion shaped head and the hilt was 

woven with reds and whites, with a hint of silver. The sheath ha

featured black and golden flowers.

Oda himself nicknamed it Ray of Hope after a tough battle during the war with Abel many decades 

ago. After many encounters during the war that would have killed lesser men, his original 

broke. In the thick of battle, a figure walked up to Oda in the fog. The man looked like a travelling 

blacksmith and offered Oda a once in a lifetime chance to forge the weapon the way it should have 

been from the beginning. When Oda asked the man wh

answer he got: “I am already dead and the dead have no need for gold. You would give me the 

chance to create one final blade before I am at peace.”

After that, the ghost asked Oda to find a box of White Steel of Shi

cave in the mountains of Shivat. 

Driven by pure force of will and visions of the cave, Oda managed to best the elements and the 

dangerous mountains and, with his last strength, reached the cave. Inside, he found the box of

Steel and a note: “If you are reading this, I have managed to contact you from beyond the grave. 

Leave your broken weapon and the white steel here. Wait for me where we first met. Signed, the 

Blacksmith of Sen” 

Confused and weakened from his travels

to the battlefields. 

Many days later, Oda arrived at a cliff overlooking the Sealed Forest. For a second, he thought he felt 

someone tapping him on his shoulder. But when he turned around, he only

in a new and beautifully decorated sheath. Attached to it was another note:  “Thank you, Oda, for I 

am finally at peace. You passed my tests despite the confusion I must have caused you. Take this fine 

weapon and remember, never lose

Sen” 

 

When Oda unsheathed the Weapon, he 

saw that the blade was now bright

and he felt its potential filling him with 

power. Knowing that Lannet could be 

saved with his strength and swordplay, 

Oda set out to rejoin his friends in 

battle.  
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Below you can find two possible summons for the Summoner and Warrior Summoner from the 

character section. These are just suggestions for future sessions and won’t be in service of the 

respective characters from the start. Of course, you can also use them for other campaigns.

 

 

Ashtoreth 68 Between Worlds 
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Weaponsmaster 

 

 

 
Level: 4 

Life Points: 2255 Damage Resistance

Size: 26 Enormous 

Appearance: Golem 

Characteristics 

STR 13 AGI 8 DEX 10 CON 13 INT 3 POW 5 WP 3

 

Essential Abilites and Powers 

Superhuman Physical Characteristics, Inhumanity, 

Resistance, Regeneration 0, Damage Barrier 100, Extreme Vulnerability), 

Weapons, Damage Energy), Power Surge

Sensors (Detect Life, 150 feet, MR 140)

 

 

SSuummmmoonnss  
Below you can find two possible summons for the Summoner and Warrior Summoner from the 

character section. These are just suggestions for future sessions and won’t be in service of the 

pective characters from the start. Of course, you can also use them for other campaigns.

Between Worlds – Gnosis 20 

2255 Damage Resistance 

STR 13 AGI 8 DEX 10 CON 13 INT 3 POW 5 WP 3 PER 9 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 45

PhR 70 MR 45 PsR 35 VR 70 DR 70

 

Movement: 9 

Fatigue: Tireless 

 

Superhuman Physical Characteristics, Inhumanity, Combat Golem (Physical Exemption, Damage 

Resistance, Regeneration 0, Damage Barrier 100, Extreme Vulnerability), Power Fists

Power Surge (Electricity Area Attack 30 feet, 2 turns to prepare),

et, MR 140) 
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Below you can find two possible summons for the Summoner and Warrior Summoner from the 

character section. These are just suggestions for future sessions and won’t be in service of the 

pective characters from the start. Of course, you can also use them for other campaigns. 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 45) 

PhR 70 MR 45 PsR 35 VR 70 DR 70 

(Physical Exemption, Damage 

Power Fists (Natural 

(Electricity Area Attack 30 feet, 2 turns to prepare), Heat 
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Combat 

Init: 20 Power Fists 

Attack: 145 Power Fists 

Defense: Damage Resistance 

Damage:  125 Power Fists 

Wear Armor: 65 

AT: Natural (Cut 6, Imp 6, Thr 6, Heat 6, Elec 6, 

Cold 6, Ene 0) 

Secondary Abilities: 

Jump 40, Notice 50, Search 50, Track 40, Feats 

of Strength 125 

 

 

Description 

The Ashtoreth Defensive Golem was one of the last combat golem lines produced by the techno-

magical forges of the ancient Empire of Solomon. They were supposed to become an army of over 

200, to form a sternguard in the defense against the armies of Christ. 

However, time and resources ran out, and only 68 of the golems were built and their design was 

never finished. 

Most of these Golems were destroyed in the following battles, while others were not even activated. 

In the end, only one of them survived; it’s designation: Ashtoreth 68. 68 was hidden by its creator 

and buried deep beneath the soil of what would later become the principality Abel. 

And it was in this resting place that the golem was awakened by the conscience of one with the 

blood of its creators. 

Emma Major, at that time nothing more than a small child, unconsciously called forth the golem, 

which, in its confusion after many decades of sleep, completely destroyed the village and massacred 

all its residents. 

And when it faced the young summoner, her voice commanded it to leave in the ancient language of 

Solomon. Today, Ashtoreth is still roaming the principality, avoiding human contact and only slowly 

understanding what has happened and what the full extent of its new-found soul means. 

 

Combat Golem: It is very hard to damage a techno-magical construct like Ashtoreth. It has a damage 

barrier, Damage Resistance and does not eat, breath or sleep and is rarely affected by any climatic 

phenomena or similar outside influences. However, the incomplete Ashtoreth model has no means 

to regenerate lost life points by itself. In addition, if it is commanded by someone who knows the 

ancient programming language of the Empire of Solomon or has Ancient Blood flowing through their 

veins, it must make a MR check against a difficulty of 200 or is subject to Complete Paralysis. 

 

Power Fists: The Ashtoreth combat golem is outfitted with massive fists that act as natural Impact 

weapons with a base damage of 100, capable of damaging energy. 

 

Power Surge: In combat, Ashtoreth can unleash a powerful electricity attack. Power Surge is a 30 feet 

electricity area attack and takes 2 full combat turns to prepare. 

 

Heat Sensors: The Ashtoreth combat golems are outfitted with magical, life detection sensors 

capable of detecting living beings in a radius of 150 feet. To resist detection, targets must pass a MR 

check against a difficulty of 140.  

 

  



 

Dusicka Spirit – Gnosis 30
created by: Peter (Cathar) 

Class: Ranger 

 
Level: 2 

Life Points: 180 

Size: Varies 

Appearance: Varies 

Characteristics 

STR 3 AGI 8 DEX 5 CON 8 INT 9 POW 12 WP 12

Essential Abilites and Powers 

Superhuman Spiritual Characteristics, Inh

Metamorphosis Conditioned, See Supernatural)

 

Additional Powers: 

Elan 30 (Rafael): Mother Nature Knowledge, Animal Knowledge, Healing, Fertility Cloak

 

Secondary Abilities: 

Intimidate 30, Persuasion 35, Style

120, Herbal Lore 60, Medicine 40, Occult 20

 

Description 

Gief of Olafer has a lot of problems. A very small, but still incredibly 

annoying one is Dusicka, a natural spirit that has desperat

love with him for no apparent reason at all. Dusicka has been 

following him around for quite some time now, always showing up 

without warning without regard to the circumstances.

Most of the time, she manifests as a small girl or young woman 

wild hair intertwined with leaves, branches or plants.

Sometimes she helps him; sometimes she just tries to get in his way. 

Either way, she always annoys the crap out of Gief and he tries to 

ignore her as much as possible. She is a playful spirit, alw

and making silly jokes, but she can also be very melancholic, especially 

near children. 

What the giant doesn’t know is that Dusicka is the soul of a small girl 

that died in a forest near Olafer and who has since then become a 

powerful agent of the Beryl Rafael.

Should he ever try to bind or control her, Gief will realize that the free 

thinking spirit is almost impossible to restrain and has many powerful 

allies beyond the material world 

 

Daughter of Nature: In addition to her synchronization wi

powers related to nature. She can manifest in the real world at will and even interact with it. She also 

has the power to slightly change her appearance as long as she has soil under her feet or touches a 

natural plant.  

 

When Dusicka shows up, she will always stay near Gief and will ignore anyone else near her, whether 

they can see her or not. She is a peaceful spirit and will never try to harm anyone. If she is provoked 

or attacked, she will try to dematerialize

  

Gnosis 30 

STR 3 AGI 8 DEX 5 CON 8 INT 9 POW 12 WP 12 PER 9 

 

Resistances (Base Presence 35

PhR 45 MR 95 PsR 95 VR 45 DR 4

 

Movement: 8 

Fatigue: 8 

 

Superhuman Spiritual Characteristics, Inhumanity, Daughter of Nature (Incarnation, Basic 

, See Supernatural) 

Elan 30 (Rafael): Mother Nature Knowledge, Animal Knowledge, Healing, Fertility Cloak

Intimidate 30, Persuasion 35, Style 35, Notice 85, Search 75, Track 70, Dance 25, Music 30, Animals 

120, Herbal Lore 60, Medicine 40, Occult 20 

Gief of Olafer has a lot of problems. A very small, but still incredibly 

annoying one is Dusicka, a natural spirit that has desperately fallen in 

love with him for no apparent reason at all. Dusicka has been 

following him around for quite some time now, always showing up 

without warning without regard to the circumstances. 

Most of the time, she manifests as a small girl or young woman with 

wild hair intertwined with leaves, branches or plants. 

Sometimes she helps him; sometimes she just tries to get in his way. 

Either way, she always annoys the crap out of Gief and he tries to 

ignore her as much as possible. She is a playful spirit, always laughing 

and making silly jokes, but she can also be very melancholic, especially 

What the giant doesn’t know is that Dusicka is the soul of a small girl 

that died in a forest near Olafer and who has since then become a 

the Beryl Rafael. 

Should he ever try to bind or control her, Gief will realize that the free 

thinking spirit is almost impossible to restrain and has many powerful 

 

In addition to her synchronization with the Beryl Rafael, Dusicka has some other 

powers related to nature. She can manifest in the real world at will and even interact with it. She also 

has the power to slightly change her appearance as long as she has soil under her feet or touches a 

When Dusicka shows up, she will always stay near Gief and will ignore anyone else near her, whether 

they can see her or not. She is a peaceful spirit and will never try to harm anyone. If she is provoked 

or attacked, she will try to dematerialize and won’t show up again until the danger has passed.
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Resistances (Base Presence 35) 

PhR 45 MR 95 PsR 95 VR 45 DR 45 

umanity, Daughter of Nature (Incarnation, Basic 

Elan 30 (Rafael): Mother Nature Knowledge, Animal Knowledge, Healing, Fertility Cloak 

70, Dance 25, Music 30, Animals 

th the Beryl Rafael, Dusicka has some other 

powers related to nature. She can manifest in the real world at will and even interact with it. She also 

has the power to slightly change her appearance as long as she has soil under her feet or touches a 

When Dusicka shows up, she will always stay near Gief and will ignore anyone else near her, whether 

they can see her or not. She is a peaceful spirit and will never try to harm anyone. If she is provoked 

and won’t show up again until the danger has passed.  
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Character Progression Example 

When looking at a starting character, either made by you or someone else, it can be hard to imagine 

how this person will further develop their primary and secondary abilities. 

When you create a character, you have a certain idea or theme for this character. Sticking to this 

theme when leveling up might be a good idea. Of course you can just push a few points into the most 

important abilities and be done with it. 

However, Anima gives you as many options during progression as it did during the creation process. 

Over time, your character will accumulate Martial Knowledge you can put toward Dominion Abilities 

and even Techniques.  Magicians will accumulate lots of Magic Levels and might look into dividing 

them up into different paths. 

And don’t forget that you don’t have to keep your class forever. Changing classes can be costly in 

terms of DP spending, but opens up a whole new level to character evolution. 

Using the rules for open creation points from the Game Master’s Toolkit allows an even more diverse 

progression. 

Of course, you always have to go with the training options and rules your Game Master provides, but 

any GM worth his salt wants you to play with the character you like. 

Some of us have given this some more thought, and below you can find one of the better developed 

examples. 

 

Kaerian Slayne, Warlock 

Take a look at Kaerian’s character sheet in 

the Character Section. He already has 

several magic levels and spells and a nice 

spread of different Secondary Abilities. 

However, we do want this character to 

evolve later on. 

Kaelian can focus his development in 

either combat, air or fire magic, though he 

will probably want to keep a balance 

among the three. Won’t bother with Ki 

abilities of the levitation sort because he 

can magic that, probably better to spend 

his MK in Ki Techs of his Technology Tree 

“ASAP”. Won’t get there until at least 

level 4, though. 

He begins with the ability to use his defense as MP. On further levels, getting attack might be worth 

it, even if it’s expensive, because he’ll be a rather useless offensive mage without it. Suit your 

strategy. 

Keeping his Athletic skills up to date is important as well. Since he’ll be getting into all kinds of 

trouble, keeping him knowledgeable can be useful as well. At first level his Secondary Abilities are all 

over the place, to ensure a minimum of competence. Specializing as he levels up is thoroughly 

recommended. 

Important: Due to his fear of lightning, he won’t use electricity-related Air magic, unless very, very 

exceptional circumstances arise. 
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fanfic-quot-Himiko-quot-155716817  

Nawol http://nawol.deviantart.com  

28  http://choosetattoo.gnug.us/wp-

content/uploads/2011/01/tribal-tattoo-

design-art.png 

 http://ferkahhan.deviantart.com/  

29  http://i298.photobucket.com/albums/mm24

1/flyingpenguin24/EresAnimeGuyWinged.jpg 

 http://s298.photobucket.com/home/

flyingpenguin24  

29 Elemental 

Teardrops 

http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs51/i/2009/324/

4/5/Elemental_Teardrops_by_Ferkahhan.jpg 
Ferkahhan  

30 Blind Man’s 

Magic 

http://images.epilogue.net/users/griffingirl/E

pi_blind.jpg  

Christine Griffin http://www.epilogue.net/cgi/databa

se/art/list.pl?gallery=238  

33  http://img171.imageshack.us/img171/5417/

1297132989170.jpg  

  

34  http://www.thebitbag.com/wp-

content/uploads/2009/05/01_duoron.jpg  

  

37  http://www.creativeuncut.com/gallery-

01/art/ff11-ranger.jpg  

  

38 Assassin http://gtako.deviantart.com/art/assassin-

156999036  

Gtako http://gtako.deviantart.com/  

40  http://i572.photobucket.com/albums/ss164/

luizachan/Anjo0420.jpg  

 http://s572.photobucket.com/album

s/ss164/luizachan/  

43 Library http://tahra.deviantart.com/art/library-

57995416  

Tahra http://tahra.deviantart.com 
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http://danbooru.donmai.us/data/sample/sa

mple-

19826e9ac0a76d2363847f1f44b1f4a4.jpg  

 http://danbooru.donmai.us/  

47 Ice Wizard http://yue-iceseal.deviantart.com/#/d17klzz  Yue Iceseal http://yue-iceseal.deviantart.com  

49 119 http://fc00.deviantart.net/fs20/f/2007/275/

0/e/119_by_SnowSkadi.jpg  

SnowSkadi http://snowskadi.deviantart.com/  

51 Chu http://tahra.deviantart.com/art/chu-

64290804  

Tahra http://tahra.deviantart.com 

52  http://i70.photobucket.com/albums/i92/ken

ushi/wizardmentalist.jpg  

  

57 The 

Conductor 

http://real-

fiduciose.deviantart.com/gallery/#/d15wehh  

Real Fiduciose http://real-fiduciose.deviantart.com/  

58 Hellboy http://fc04.deviantart.net/fs22/f/2007/310/

d/6/hellboy_by_MiaCabrera.jpg  

Mia Cabrera http://miacabrera.deviantart.com/  

60  http://i70.photobucket.com/albums/i92/ken

ushi/9603595431eaf30b779b50522b36cc1b.j

pg  

  

62 Fashion 

Huntress 

http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs70/i/2010/015/c

/3/Fashion_Huntress_by_fuchsiart.jpg  

Fuchsiart http://fuchsiart.deviantart.com/  

64  http://danbooru.donmai.us/data/sample/sa

mple-

46d1c49bf96d6260c7eec8225ba93870.jpg  

 http://danbooru.donmai.us/  

66 Far in the 

direction 

http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs34/i/2008/292/

3/0/Far_in_the_direction_by_EastMonkey.jp

g  

EastMonkey http://eastmonkey.deviantart.com  

74 Seiatsu http://fc09.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2010/054/

9/5/95dd60b7d1221f6f3c9fa9d569522b53.jp

g  

Rayn Kazuya http://raynkazuya.deviantart.com/  

75 Illuminate 

my Soul 

http://keepwalking07.deviantart.com/art/Illu

minate-my-soul-173738557  

Keepwalking07 http://keepwalking07.deviantart.com  

77 Reticent 

Evening 

http://fc09.deviantart.net/fs39/f/2008/349/

1/4/14fe58c5cd4ef4cee3bad73c4af17e9c.jpg  

PinkParasol http://pinkparasol.deviantart.com/  

78 Felix Gaptor http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs38/f/2008/322/

5/e/Felix_Gaptor_by_SnowSkadi.jpg  

SnowSkadi http://snowskadi.deviantart.com/ 
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The Road goes ever on and on 

Down from the door where it began. 

Now far ahead the Road has gone, 

And I must follow, if I can, 

Pursuing it with eager feet, 

Until it joins some larger way 

Where many paths and errands meet. 

 

- J.R.R Tolkien: Lord of the Rings 

 


